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AUSizes
All Heels

Men ire judged not by their lnten- ~
tions but by the result of their ♦
actions.—Earl of Chesterfield.
•••

Sherman E. Eaton who was an oh.
Ject of search upon the part of the
■ coast guard cutter Kickapoo, Wed
nesday night, returned home Thurs
day forenoon unaware <rf the efforts
I which were being made In his behalf.
He said that the engine on his power
I boat had broken down when he was
I near Islesboro, and that he had spent
; the night repairing it. The Whitei head Coast Guard station was mak
ing ready to join in the search when
he reappeared. His was an uncom
fortable experience, and attended by
a certain amount of danger, but Mr.
Eaton was inclined to make light of
It.
Run srwift as a hare
To the Unlversalist Fair.—adv.

WOMEN’S SLIDE GAITERS

A"]

Light
Linings

spoJo4#/

AUSizes
All Heels

MEN’S FOUR BUCKLE
Light
Linings

AU
Sizes

$2.97

CHILDREN’S FOUR BUCKLE

>77

Light
Linings

AU
Sizes

* •/ /

Hub Shoe Store
Rockland, Me.
134-136

J

, Second
........................

4

Liberty Loan Bonds

Don'+ WAIT
io -find oui*
how badly you
need Auto
Insurance
Do you know of any per
son who ever carried auto
liability insurance before,
who doesn’t carry it now?
Did you ever wonder why?

Are Called For Payment
NOVEMBER 15, 1927
•

HC-

Attention is called to the fact that more than
27,000,000 of past due Government Securities have

STATE
AGENTS
425 MAIN ST. TEL 98
ROCKLAND .MAINE

not been presented for payment.
If you have any we would be glad to collect them,
also the Second Liberty Loan Bonds and U. S. Treasury

Savings Certificates.

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Maine

Surplus and Profits
Deposits

202,699.22
A Wonderful Surprise
And all the more welcome because
they are so beautifully arranged
in a handsome box. Candies of
all sort* and descriptions are here
for you at attractive prices.

Owners, of Share* of the Fifty-seventh Seriee of the Rockland
Loan A Building Aeeociation are hereby notified that a final Dividend
of $5.83 per Share ha* been made, and the Share* have now Matured
at a value of $203.22 each. These Shares were issued in October, 1915,
and the owner* have paid in $144.00 on each Share.

• « • •

Fresh Home Made Candies
Butter Crunch, lb.....................

75c

Nut Fudge, lb............................

39c

Wrapped Caramels, lb............

59c

Chocolate Krinkles, lb.............

59c

Assorted Kisses, lb.................. 25:

Dividends of 5 1-2 Per Cent
Per annum, compounded temi-annually, have been earned and credit
ed, and amount to $59.22 per 8hare. There are 159 Share* outstanding
Amount paid in,
Dividends earned,

Withdrawal value.

$22396.00
9,415.98

$32,311.98

These shares may be withdrawn in cash, or they may be exchanged
for Matured Stock Certificates which pay 4 per cent, or they may be
invested in Advance Payment Certificate* which pay 4 per cent the
firet year and increase gradually to 5'/2 per cent the twelfth year, unleas eooner withdrawn Income, up to $300.00 per year, from Loan A
Building investments, is exempt from Federal Taxation. October
Share* are now being issued. The public is cordially invited to invest

with us.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.
407 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
THREE DOORS SOUTH OF ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
125&127-S-tf

MAYOR CARVER

RENOMINATED

Peanut Brittle, lb.....................

25c

• • • •
OTHER CANDIES

Imported Fruit Caramel*.......

80c

Bunte Hard Candy ................

50c

Peanut and Fruit Square*.....

49c

* • * *
: : Also : t

Fost, Durand, Cynthia Sweets,
Page A Shaw, Park A Tillford
Candy in 1, 2 and 3 lb. boxes

NOOK’S
WEET
HOP
402 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

BARBARA FRITCHIE
Declaring She Waved the
Flag, Frederick, Md., En

shrines the Act.

Barbara Frltchie’s home, restored
Gus Merrill, the well known politi to "Al" Smith are being sought in
The Republicans of Rockland stood present incumbent of the Mayor’s of- and stocked with all of her existing
cal editor of the Portland Evening Maine.
pat Thursday night by renominating flee in all branches of municipal ,elics. once again stands on the bank
News, is working overtime these
By party usage, Ernest L. 'McLean Mayor James F. Carver whose excel activities as well as in a number of of old Carroll Creek in Frederick,
days in the development of new can who came within 20,000 votes of de lent handling of city affaif-s the past civic welfare projects and during Maryland, this time with tourists
didates. His latest effort is to drag feating Gov. Brewster for reelectlon two yeans richly earned him the that period 1 have never found him flocking through its doors at the rate
from retirement Rockland’s well last year, would be entitled to re compliment that the nomination im wanting. The success of the admin- , of a hundred a day. On the same
known citizen, ex-'Senator Obadiah nomination.
plies. Mr. Carver did not seek a istration has essentially been a re- Spot where Dame Barbara defied the
Gardner, and launch him as a guber
Mayor McLean, however is decid second nomination, but fully appre suit of the steadfast devotion to duty | passing Confederate soldiers by wavnatorial candidate.
The following edly averse to a renomination. In ciated the action of the voters, even and consistent labor of the chief ing a Union flag before their faces,
article appeared in Wednesday issue the first place he feels that he was as he appreciates the many words executive. The great burden of ad and In a Frederick whose clustered
of that paper.
not given the support in his previous of approval which have come to him ministering all departments has spires still "stand green-walled by
• • • •
campaign from the national organiz voluntarily by Republicans. Tlenio- fallen directly on' his shoulders and the hills of Maryland." the home of
Obadiah Gardner of Rockland for ation that he had a right to expect. erdts and Independents alike.
the result has been a record of the heroine of John Greenleaf Wliltmer United States Senator, may be Both Mayor McLean and those who
An undefined rumor that there economy coupled with permanent tler's famous poem has been recon
the Democratic candidate for Gov helped gather his personal organiza might be a contest possibly made improvements that is without parallel structed so carefully and accurately
ernor in 1928.
tion in the 1926 campaign resented for a much larger attendance than in the city's history.
that the setting of that stirring scene
It was almost 20 years ago that the aid given to the campaign of one usually sees at any stormy night
“It has been said of the present of half a century ago has become vir
Mr. Gardner made his first run for Charles M Staffbird of Auburn, Demincumbent that no man who has ever tually a reality again.
Governor and came within 9,000 ocra'tic candidate for Congress in the
held the office has gained such a wide
The home was restored by the Bar
votes of defeating Bert M. Fernald. | Second District, in view of tlie fact
knowledge of ail the departments as bara Fritchie Home Association,
Two years later, in 1910, Mr. Gard that repeated appeals to the National
he possesses, and in his discharge of composed of local citizens, in re
ner was 'beaten for renomination by Committee was unable to produce
the duties which they entail he has sponse to a widespread popular de
Frederick W. Plalsted of Augusta, any funds for McLean
known neither night nor day; he has mand. For years visitors have shown
who defeated Mr. Fernald for reelecMayor McLean is one of the drybeen on the job all the time. With great Interest in everything that per
tion and became the first Democratic est of “Dry" Democrats both in prac
out further preliminaries and as a tained to Barbara Fritchie and the
Governor to be chosen in Maine for tice and theory His record for law
matter of plain common sense and story of the episode in her life that in
28 years.
enforcement as Mayor of Augusta
simple justice I place in nomination spired Whittier's poem which bears
IMr. Gardner’s friends believed that has received the endorsement of the
the name of James 'F. Carver to her name.
Frederick has become
Ohrlstlap
Temperance
had he received a second nomination Women’s
serve this city as Mayor for the en known wherever the English lan
he would have been elected Governor. Union and of various church bodies.
suing term.”
guage is used, through this poem.
The validity of that claim apparent He would he likely to strenuously
The nomination was seconded by Since the restoration of the home
ly was recognized by Gov. Plalsted oppose any attempts to instruct the
Dr. James A. Rh han, who said that thousands have passed through it,
who named Mr. Gardner as United Maine delegation for "Al" Smith.
while he,had been out of politics for evincing the keenest Interest In
Slates senator to fill the unexplred
Ex-Mayor William M. Ingraham of
some time, that he knew Mayor everything It contains. Among the
term of Senator Frye.
Portland has been mentioned as a
Carver as a next-door neighbor, a relics on view are the flag that Dame
Following his period of service as possible Democratic Gubernatorial
good citizen, a conscientious official Barbara waved before the passing
United States senator, Mr. Gardner candidate. His candidacy would be
[and one wlto has attended strictly to Confederates, letters, personal effects,
served for 10 years as a member of acceptable to the "Wet” element of
i the handling of the city’s business.
furniture, dining and kitchen utensils,
the International Joint Commission, the party because of his support of a
I A. W. Gregory, Robert U. Collins her bedroom with its furnishings Just
which has charge of matters dealing “light wine and beer” plank when he
land V. Chisholm were named as as she used to sleep In It, and many
with boundaries and boundary wa ran for Congress from the First Dis
tellers, hut their duties proved to he other belongings of the famous
ters between the United States and trict in 1924. On account of this
light for the reason that A. J. Bird heroine.
Canada.
stand a considerable number of
was instructed to cast the vote of
Upon entering the home, a visitor
Attention has been drawn within "Dry" Democrats In the District de
the caucus for Mayor Carver.
feels that he has .stepped back Into
the past month to Ex-Senator Gard clined to vote for him and it is
J. A. Jameson, IW. A. Hill and I. another age. Frederick furnishes an
ner through his service as foreman feared that they would not support
Leslie Cross were named as a com ideal setting to recapture the spirit
of the federal Grand Jury. For him if he were a candidate for Gov
mittee to wait upon the Mayor and of historic episodes. The process of
Mayor James F. Carver
many years it has been the custom ernor. On the other hand, 'Mr. In
acquaint him with the action of the modernization has robbed the town of
graham's
intimate
association
with
for men prominent in business or
caucus. Meantime the city commit little of Its old-time atmosphere.
public affairs to find an excuse from the Wilson administration as assist
tee members named in the ward The bridge spanning Carroll Creek In
caucus.
Inside,
however,
there
was
jury duty. When Mr. Gardner was ant secretary of war undoubtedly
caucuses of tlie previous night were front of Barbara Frltchie’s house Is
not
the
slightest
intimation
of
a
con

drawn he told the court officials that would give him the support of a
confirmed.
now a modern Meucture of Iron and
lie was willing to serve on the Jury sizeable group of Wilson Democrats. test and the voters were apparently
Mayor Carver was received most concrete, supporting an asphalt street
of
one
mind.
IMr. Ingraham is understood to
and that he held Jury duty one of
cordially.
and tracks for electric cars. Auto
Luke S. Davis, chairman of the
the most important functions of cit take the position that he would
“Lest there be any doubt about It,"
izenship.
make no contest for the nomination Republican City Commitec. called tlie said tlyit official smilingly, "1 will mobiles line the curbs. Clusters of
Ex-Senator Gardner is absolutely and would accept only In case of no meeting to order, and Edward It. say that 1 accept this nomination electric lights Illuminate the street
available condidate
being Veazie was made chairman. Organi with pleasure, and feel honored by and sidewalks. But a century-old
"dry" in practice but considerably other
background.'consisting of most of the
zation was completed with the choice
“wet" in theory, believing that the found.
your confidence.
same old buildings that saw the
Those who urge the candidacy of of Milton M. Griffin as secretary.
18th amendment is a blow at Ameri
"The keynote of the administration Rebels march through on that “bright
Alderman John M. Richardson, who
can liberties and a fosterer of hy Ex-Senator Gardner point out that
pocrisy and crime.
Consequently the Rockland man would have ample is retiring this year from municipal has been economy in the handling of September morn" In 1862, still lines
those who favor his candidacy argue time to devote to a political cam affairs, after six years of efficient ihe public funds without Interfering the way.
Patrick street on which Barbara
that the Rockland man's "Dry' paign as he Is retired from active service in the City Government, pre with efficiency in public affairs. Last
practice will appeal to the prohlbl. business. They also say that he sented Mayor Carver's name in a year we were able to turn back Fritchle’s house now stands is on the
Highway.
Along
this
tion element of his party, while his would have the support of a large manner that met the full approval of 31 1.060 into the appropriation fund National
and at the same time make a reduc smooth ribbon of macadam, "over the
outspoken stand against the 18th group in the State Grange, where he the caucus.
mountains winding down" into the
amendment will make him a logical Is popular through a long period of
"It is the particular business of tion of two mills in the tax rate.
"It has not however, been a one- "green-walled hills of Maryland,"
j candidate for the Governorship at service at State Master and as an this convention" said Mr. Richardson,
j the same time that delegates pledged officer of the National Grange.
"to select from the Republicans of man affair and due credit should be motorists by the thousands now skim.
Rockland a man fitted to serve this given the City Council. School Board They still find the “meadows rich
city as its chief executive for the en and Heads of Departments. We with corn;" they still find the scen
REMEMBERS A LAUNCHING
WILL SUPPORT ROAD duing two yearv. Under the present started with a bi-partisan board, ery "fair as a garden of the Lord;”
s-’
—
form of municipal government we which is sometimes looked upon as a and as they glide Into Frederick
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
know the added responsibilities of handicap, but In this case I have had where the “clustered spires" still
The most impressive launching I Highway Commission Asked
the Mayor's office require a man par the support and advice of all the stand, they slip Into a quaint old at
ever saw wa.s In Castine In 1872. G.
To
Designate
Lewistonticularly adapted for the task and a members, and I hope that affairs will mosphere which, despite the activity,
T. Fletcher, principal of the Normal
man in a position to give a maxi be handled as well the next two the bustle, the up-to-dateness of the
School, took us students to see It. A
Rockland Route.
city, has not been lost. And thou
years."
mum of his time and energy.
beautiful
rainbow
spanned the
The caucus then adjourned, the en sands of them pause on their way to
“For the past two years it has
i heavens and as the ship slid down the
Giving assurances that the towns been my pleasant duty and privilege tire business having been transacted slip into Barbara Fritchle’s recently
ways and out under the rainbow we along the route will continue to ex to be closely associated with the ‘ in less than 20 minutes
restored home.
( sang Longfellow's lines from "The pend
third-class
and
State-aid
; Launching:”
money for maintenance of the road if taxable property as much as any
METHODIST FAIR
FOR POSTMASTER
We know what Master laid thy keel.
it ia designated as a State highway, road I know" he said, adding that In
What workmen wrought thy ribs of steel,
1 Who made each sail, each mast, each rope. large delegations of citizens gathered a recent trip through the State he
in Augusta Wednesday when the noted that L Is threaded with splen Rockland Vacancy To Be Stormy Day Did Not Prevent
What hammers beat, with what a heat
Were shaped the anchors of thy hope.
State Highway Commission held a did Stjite roads and that no road
Having Their Usual SucWe are having hot weather here In rehearing of the petition of W. R. cou'd lie located to better advantage
Filled After Civil Service
Frisco on this disturbance, a repe Frost of Gardiner and 1688 others than the one proposed.
cess.
Examination.
tition of last month's similar disturb seeking the construction of a State
Mrs. Claire S. Carter senatorance. I mark these disturbances a year highway from Lewiston through Sa elect from Androscoggin county
The lowering skies and continued
To fill the vacancy in the position snowfall of Wednesday did not serve
ahead and find they agree closely ba ttus, Wales, Monmouth. Litchfield, stated that ebout a year and a half
Spear
’
s
Corner,
West
Gardiner,
Gar

with eastern disturbances In heat,
ago her late husband. Senator of postmaster in Rockland the United to lessen the success of the Method
cold, rain, cyclones or earthquakes. I diner, Randolph. North Pittston and Charles B. Carter, conducted the States Civil Service Commission has ist fair which took place in the after
North
Whitefield
to
Jefferson,
con

have verified it a hundred times.
noon, followed by supper at 6 o'clock.
hearing for the petitioners for this
necting there with route 132 to Rock proposed State highway and as she announced, at the request of the Post The decorations were unusually at
iF. O. Young.
master
Genera',
and
in
accordance
land
San Francisco, Nov. 5.
tractive, yellow, the predominating
had been elected to fill his unexplred
That there is a large demand for term, she naturally was greatly in with an order of the President, an color being effectively combined with
the designation of the road as a terested in the project. She under open competitive examination.
autumn leaves and evergreen trees.
To be eligible for Ihe examination, The booths echoed this color scheme
State highway was indicated by the stood that the towns along the way
PONTIAC CAR
size of the assembly of proponents. have agreed to keep up their por an applicant must be a citizen of the in bunting, crepe paper and festoons.
FOR SALE
Chairman Smith pointed out that tions of the road, and she brought United States, must reside within the
During the supper hour the boys’
Late 1926 2-door Sedan, fully
this being a second hearing, was out the point that the City of Lewis delivery of this postotfice, must have orchestra which styles Itself "The
equipped and lot of extras; email
not on the question of the merits or ton hae already expended 35 000 on so resided’for at least two years next Juvenile Smliers," under the direc
mileage; perfect condition. Phone,
tlie demerits of the proposed high the road at that end to Sabattus. preceding the examination date, must tion of Mrs. Emma Harvey, rendered
write or see F. H. THOMAS,
way but rather to ascertain how the She hoped the Commission would be in good physical condition, and delightful music. The members of
Camden
133Stf
towns along the way feel about ex render a favorable decision.
within the prescribed age limits. the orchestra are John Mouiaison, vio
pending third-class and State-aid
'Mayor Wiseman of Lewiston told Both men and women are admitted. lin; "Buster” Lawry, cornet; Alvary
money on the maintenance of the of the work done by the City of
Under the terms of the Executive Gay, drums; Hugh Benner, piano,
road, should the designation be effec Lewiston for the construction of the order the Civil Servlc Commission and Lewis Bowen, sax. WHiile the
ted. He said that In some instances road to Sabattus and would continue will certify to the Postmaster General net proceeds have not yet been de
in the past when the State Highway in support of the project if the des the names of the highest three quali termined, a satisfactory sum will be
Commission had designated a road ignation was affected.
fied eligible^, if as many as three are realized for the treasury.
as a State Highway there was a
L. H. Lord of Whitefield said that qualified, and the Postmaster Gen
The following chairmen and com
tendency on the part of towns along his town would continue to put its eral will select one for nomination mittees aided greatly in the ultimate
the way to stop expendirtg their thlrd-cl&ss money on this road.
by Ihe President. Confirmation by success:
money on that highway and leave It
Herbert A. Clarke of Jefferson, the Senate is the final action.
General chairman, Mrs. Ida Sim
for the State to take care of. This foimer member of the Maine Senate
Applicants will not be required to mons (substituting for Mrs. Thelma
frequently caused the State Highway said that the people of his town are assemble In an examination room for
Stanley); supper, Mrs. George Or
Commission to hesitate about State much in favor of the project and scholastic tests, but will be rated on cutt; aprons. Mrs. Essie Day; vege
highway designations for it is im would co-operate in the maintenance
their education and business training tables, cooked food and canned goods.
possible for the State to build a num of the highway.
and experience. Two representatives Mrs. Elizabeth Morton; candy. Mrs.
ber
of
highways
at
the
same
time
Called For Within City Limits
At the conclusion of Ihe remarks, of the Civil Service Commission will Minnie Strout; children's table, Mrs.
and also continue their maintenance. Chairman Smith^said that the Com
Phon* 226-M
visit the city to make personal in Myra McDonald; dolls, Mrs. Louise
"The large attendance here repre mission would take the matter under
Dolliver; fancy table, Mbs. Austin
sents the great public interest there aavisement and make its decision a quiry among representative local
AT HIGHEST MARKET
business and professional men and Smith; ice cream, Mrs. Ida Simmons;
is in the designation of this road as
PRICES
little later.
women concerning the experience, dining room, Mrs. Sidney Brown;
a State highway.” declared Senator
Ship us your accumulation.
ability, and character of each appli decorations, Ralph U. Clark.
Holmes
of
Lewiston,
who
opened
the
Consignments held seven days
ARTHUR C. WYMAN
cant.
case for the proponents. He asserted
and if our valuation is unsatis
“Powder and Wig" the honorary
Arthur C. Wyman of Auburn, died
All of the evidence secured will be
that
through
representations
from
factory, we return your furs
Tuesday night at St. Mary's Hospital referred to the Civil 'Service Com dramatic society of Colby College Is
town
officials
and
citizens
of
the
and PAY ALL EXPENSES.
communities along the route, he in Lewiston, after an illness of four mission In tihe form of a formal re making ready to present the annual
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
could assure the commission that the weeks, his death being due to port, and upon this evidence, and fall production of (he Society, which
Rear 456 Main St.
Rockland
this alone, the Commission will as this year wfll be “A Pair of Sixes."
towns will continue to expend fully Bright's disease.
Mr. Wyman Was born in Freeport sign the ratings. The Commission Horace P. Maxey of Rockland is a
as much money in-the future on this
road as in the past, and In some in 65 years ago, the son of Spencer M. states that nothing will be permitted member of the cust.
and Emma L. Wyman. He came to to appear in the report which might
stances more money
The point was made by William R. Auburn as a young man. and had even suggest the political affiliation YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Frost of Gardiner that this road will made his home for most of the time of any candidate.
open up a large farming community since. For eight years he was deputy
Full information and application
If I had to lire my life again I would
and numerous lakes and ponds to be warden at the Maine State prison, blanks may be obtained from the sec have made a rule to read some poetry and
developed to our summer people, and under Warden Hillman Smith.
retary of the local board of civil serv listen to some music at least once a weekThe loss of these tastea la a loea of happi
that is what the State is looking for.
Since his return to Auburn he has ice examiners at the postoffice In tbls ness.—Charles Darwin.
Col. William Tudor Gardiner of conducted restaurants much of the city, or from the United States Civil|
Gardiner suggested that the large at time. A few years ago he was pro Service Commission, Washington,
A PHILOSOPHER
tendance showed the importance to prietor of a restaurant on Lisbon D. C.
To take things as they be—
Fitted Stove Wood, cord $13; half
• • e •
the proponents of a good highway In street,and later in charge of the Ex
That’s my philosophy.
•No use to holler, mope, or rusa—
that direction. He spoke of the good change hotel In Lewiston, just after
cord
$7.
Rutabaga
Turnip*,
The date for the Rockland exami
If they was changed they might be
work of Mayor Wiseman of Lewiston it was remodeled and renovated. Re nation under the above provisions
smooth and tweet, 95c bushel.
In extending that end of the road cently he was proprietor of a store will soon be apnounced. Meantime
If rain la purln’ down,
An' ligtitnin’s buzzin’ roun’,
and he asked the highway commis
Sugar Pumpkin* 15c each. Squash
on Auburn Heights, which he after assistant postmaster Henry C. Chatto J ain’t a-fearin' we’ll be hit.
sion to consider this road as a vital
lias
been
commissioned
acting
post

But grin that I ain’t out In It.
wards sold to Murry Watson. His
2'/2c lb.. Delivered reasonable no
link in the State highway system.
master, with full salary, to serve only
last
active
work
was
as
night
clerk
If I got deep In debt—
“I believe that the chairman and
tice. Tel. 425-31.
until an appointment is made from
It hasn't happened yet—
the commission are convinced that at the Cortland hotel in Auburn, and Washington to 'fill the vacancy cre
And owed a man two dollars, flee!
it
was
there
that
he
was
taken
ill.
the people along this route are en
Why, I’d be glad It wasn’t three I
Mr. Wyman married Miss Georgia ated by the death of Mr. Blethen.
titled to a State highway," was the
Luke S. Davis desires The CourierTliombs
of
Belfast,
who
died
about
If
some one come along,
assertion of Judge Albert M. Spear
Gazette to announce that he will bei And tried to do me wrong,
of Augusta. He was sure that the three years ago. He leaves two sis
Why.
I should sort of take a whim
a candidate for the position. The
peor.le of Litchfleld and West Gar ters, Miss Annie L. Wyman and Mrs.
To thauk the Lord I wasn’t him.
candidacy
of
E.
Jt.
Veazie
has
preAlden
G.
Bradbury
both
of
Auburn,
diner would stand right behind the
I never seen a night
proposition to aid in all ways they and a nephew. Hollis D. Bradbury of' viously l.een announced and so far So
dark there wasn’t light
OWL'S HEAD, MAINE
I 1,0 others have seriously been menare able in the maintenance of this Schenectady, N. Y.
Somewheres about if I took care
133-138
Burial was at Belfast.—-Lewiston tioned. The position carries a salary
To strike a match and find out where.
highway. 'This will eerve the com
—John Kendrick Bangs. .
vf *3300,
munities and people and add to the Journal,

RjvwFurs

94-S-tf

Dividend Notice

GOVERNOR

Boomed By Portland Evening News As “ ‘Wet’ In Theory Republicans Turn Out In Storm and Show Their Approval
of the Present Incumbent’s Record.
But Absolutely ‘Dry’ In Practice.”

WE BUY

$2,475,083.29

in thia Issue.

FOR

Volume 82.................. Number 136.

TMREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established It
1846. In 18*4 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established lu 1855, and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897

♦
»
*

WOMEN’S FOUR BUCKLE

GARDNER

three cents a copy

—

DEERSKINS

Winter
Supply

Rose Hill Farm

Page Two
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WJNSLOW-HOLBROOK

SQUARE”

iBURPEE'Sa

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_________

Rockland. Maine. Xov. 12. 11*27.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who

on oath declares that lie la Pressman ln the
offlce of The t'ourler-Oaaette. and that of the
Issue of this paper of Xov. 10, 1927 there was
printed a total of 6309 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,

Rockland’s Armistice Day Marked By Deserved Recogni
tion Of Ita World War Heroes.

X’otary Public.

From FOUNDRY to YOUR HOME

Yesterday, Armistice Day, Rock to the greatest conflict of modern
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
land again honored the memory of its times analyze it historically; the
There is that scattereth, and yet two sons who early made the su historian of the future will separate
increaseth; and there is that withHours—9 a. ni. to 7 39 p in ; Saturday 9
facts from propaganda; he will con
holdeth more than is meet, but It preme sacrifice in the World War. sider purposes and results and ig a. in. to 8.39 p. ni.
*
f
tendeth to poverty.—iProverbs 11:24. A marker was affixed to the monu nore the blind partisanship and
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Mayor Carver’s speech of accept Park streets, and that much trav standing that a true analysis during
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eled section will for all time be known
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No. 10 Winter street is still
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another
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possible.
nevertheless
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can
at
least
Reading To Have Their
was admirable. His brief review of named for Arthur E. Winslow, who
thc achievements of his first admin was killed in action; and Lieut. Albert consider and express our Individual
GLENWOOD
DISPLAY
ROOM.
Every
range
or
furnace
is
sold
at
wholesale
plus
a
charge for overhead
Innings Nov. 13-19.
opinions.
istration furnished eloquent justifi D. Holbrook, who, mortally wounded,
expenses and the actual cost of installation. Workmen, trained in the Glenwood Foundry, are employed to de
America did not enter the World _
cation for the approval of his fellow- died in a Herman prison camp. As War to repay its debt to Layavette i Children’s Book Week will be ob
liver and set up every job. Every furnace and range is guaranteed by the Glenwood Range Co. CONSIDER
all local readers know Rockland's by saving France in her hour of peril. served at the Public Library from
citizens through the process of re- Post of the American Legion—num
THE SAVING. NO JOBBER’S PROFIT. NO EXPENSE BETWEEN THE FOUNDRY AND YOUR HOME
America did not enter the war to Nov. 13 to 19, inclusive, and under
nomination and election for a second ber one in this State—is also named
avenge the wrong to Belgium, al the direction of Miss Hazel Marsha!!
EXCEPT THE COST OF FREIGHT AND HANDLING.
term. His tribute to the officials for these two heroes.
though that wrong did more to shape who handles this branch of library
The speakers wife were assigned American puplic opinion against service in an efficient manner, many
associated with him in the direction
the duty of presenting and receiv Germany than any other single inieresting features will enter Into
of municipal affairs was as generous
ing the memorial were escorted to event. America did not join the con the week's celebration, the object of
as it was deserved. Frank elimina Winslow-iHolbrook Square by a pro
flict out of sympathy with the aims which is to stress the importance of
tion of politics had made it possible, cession which included the Rockland of our fellow English speaking na children owning books, of having
he declared, to treat public ques Rand, the Rockland Boys’ Band, tion—Great f Britain—although our their own library, and reading tlie
tions from the standpoint of the pub Winslow-Holbrook Post and allied feelings in that direction were very right type of literature. Many new
You can buy any range or
patriotic bodies (Grand Army, Son* strong. Nor did we enter the war books for the juvenile department
lic’s interest and he emphasized the of Veterans and Spanish War Veter primarily to avenge the loss of have recently been received and will
furnace on terms cover
obligation he felt himself under for ans). a detail from the U. S. S. Kick- American lives and property on the be on exhibition: several of these
this spirit of co-operation on the part apoo. Fire Department, Girl Scoutpj high seas, although that was the are beautiful editions with fine cuts
ing one year from date of
ar.d illustrations in colors and artis
of officials and employes. His re and school children. The absence of situatiqn which fanned the flame.
the city's one military body. Battery America's late entry into the conflict tically bound. There will be a dis
installation.
marks were received with warm ap
play ot posters by pupils of the High 1
proves all this.
G, was not generally understood.
Will heat the average 6 or
proval and a manifested spirit on the
Major Ralph W. Brown, always of
In the words of our War President, School, done under the supervision
A SMALL AMOUNT
part of the caucus of representative valuable service in that direction, America entered the war to end war. of Mrs. Carlton, teacher of drawing,
7-room
house. It is very
especially
for
this
occasion,
and
DOWN then the balance
men and women that suggested en acted as marshal, with Captain Fran- That statement was accepted with- . other appropriate pictures and post
easy on coal, many report
is Ba ville as aid.
out question len years ago. With
dorsement at the coming election of
ers.
An
Interesting
exhibit
will
be
in weekly or monthly pay
ing using only 5 tons of
The presentation of the memorial the cloae of the war, however, a rethe recognized success of the two was by Mayor Carver, who, address action as inevitable as it was disap that featuring a book a year for the
ments. There is NO IN
coal the entire winter.
child, from the age of 3 to 15 years.
years administration now drawing to ing the big throng, said:
pointing occurred. Materialism ridi
A -furnace easy to run, and which
There will be two story-hour pe
“
On
our
national
calendar
three
culed.
Materialism
even
told
ue
that
TEREST.
its close.
with ordinary care will wear for
riods during the week, that on Fri
days stand out above all others— we entered the war "to save our own
many years.
day evening at 6.45 for children from
Did Barbara Frttchie on that July 4 celebrating the fcirth of our skins."
9 to 14 years; and the other on Sat
Today
we
reassert
our
Idealism
be

nation; May 30, which we devote to
bright September morn lean far out honoring the memory of those heroes cause we. are proud of it. Idealism urday morning nt 10 o'clock for chil
dren from 4 to 8 years. The hour
on the window-sill and with a right of our Civil War whose devotion to has carried America to ever soaring
will be devoted to the usual story
Delivered, inetalled and including
good-will shake a flag defiantly in their country made possible these heights. Idealism made our country; with games r.dded for an extra at
all piping
the Revolutionary War was a bitter, traction.
Unfted
States;
and
Nov.
11,
which
the face of the rebel chieftain Stone
we keep as the anniversary of the almost hopeless, struggle for an ideal.
A
YEAR
TO PAY
Thursday evening in the Congrega
wall Jackson? Many a time from
ending of the world's greatest con Idealism saved our country; the Civil tional vestry a party will be given
the platform of the old High School flict.
War was a terrific four year struggle to the members of the Summer Read
have we set forth, with declamatory
“The growth of this nation from for the sake of our ideal. Idealism ing Club. This club was formed to
fervor and appropriate gesture, our the original thirteen Colonies to the in 1393 carried our flag up San Juan. create an incentive in the child to
Idealism in 1917 brough our nation
confirmation of the story as detailed great union in which we live today to a new consciousness; it made us read, and to do so a plan of travel
has been made possible by the hero
by means of reading was drawn up
by the poet Whittier, but in these ism and self-sacrifice of its young realize that the Christian words Each child chose a country to visit,
"Peace
on
Earth,
Good
Will
to
Men
”
later days the Iconoclast of history, men who flocked to the colors at
and read all the books possible per
are an ideal and not an empty taining to that country. It was ne
who is always busy at his disagree- every alarm.
"Among those who fell in this phrase
cessary for each child to tell briefly
alli job of iconoclasting, marshals
C*ur martyred Rockland patriots— the story he or she had read, so the
world conflict were the two boys to
data to prove that the dramatic inci
the memory of whom we are here this Winslow and Holbrook—did not give reading was done Intelligently and
dent as embalmed by the poet never day to pay tribute. These boys who their very lives “to save their own consistently, and by means of maps
took place at all. Dear, dear! But what gave their all that the march toward skins." Their lives were sacrificed, and colored pins the child could see
as have been thc lives of countless how fast his journey was progres
shall we say then of the Barbara human liberty should go steadily on.
patriots with them and before them, sing.
It
is
fitting
that
this
city
should
take
Fritohie Home Association, which is
Some of the children read as many
proper recognition of its heroes and for an ideal. They answered Ameri
engaged in perpetuating the incident nothing could be more fitting than ca's call to join the colors to do their as 50 books during the summer sea
through the restoration of the house to name this square Winalow-Hol- magnificent share to purge our civ- son. Thursday evening’s party is
to be given for these children.
in which Barbara dwelt and the in brook Square, that their names may' i!i“,lon of ,ts *reat*8t enemy' "ar Already Invitations have been sent
always .be before the eves and on the wh«her we accomplished that Plea I
viting of the world to come and wor. tongues of its citizens to the honor ls ‘^material; the cause was a Cru- out, and in addition invitation. is
extended to the parents to be present
ship at that shrine of patriotism? In
of Winslow and Holbrook, and you sade. and they responded nobly.
Today, as we dedicate this Square also. The children are to come in
the face of many affidavits presented their comrades whom they have left
in the names of those two brave costume, and tlie games played will
to prove the flag waving story in behind. And now 1 taZe great pleas Americans, let us do more than carry pertain to travel as far as possible.
a.l its details apocryphal, it Is ure on behalf of the city in thus out an empty ceremony. Let us re The hours are 6.30 to 8.
With elevated shelf
officially naming 'Winslow-Holbrook consecrate ourselves to that idealism
Miss iMarshall is a devoted stu
more than interesting to note what
Square.'"
dent
of
the
work
in
which
she
is
en

which has made our country great.
the people pf “Fredericktown" are
A wonderful range for a
The response to the mayor’s time In the words of Lincoln. "Let us ded gaged and will be glad at any time
doing about it. The story as told in ly words was by Past Commander icate ourselves to the great task re to recommend appropriate books for
family
of six. It is a full
another column, communicated to Edward C. Moran. Jr., who accepted maining before us; that from these Christmas gifts or suggest titles that
the
memorial
in
behalf
of
Wlnslowsize No. 8. A square oven
honored dead we Jake increased de- appeal to the various ages./ The
this paper by the officers of the As
Holbrook Post. His speech was a i votion to that cause for which they general Invitation which is issued :to
With hot water reservoir
sociation, would suggest that in her
20 in. deep. Large firebox.
fine example of literary ability, in the here ^ave thelr last full measure of the public to inspect the new books
and elevated warming
cld home town the brave old lady of delivery of which he was handicapped devotion." Let us take upon our and other exhibits in the juvenile de
Nickle all removable.
closet.
the poem remains an accredited by a cold so severe that he was selves that hallowed, Christian cause, partment during Book Week Is open
asset. Confirming as it does our early ordered to bed immediately after the to do our share to make war forever at all times.
Oven is 18 in. wide by 20
exercises. Mr. Moran's speech fol impossible. Let us make their sacri
declamatory faith, we are very glad
in deep. A big roomy
lows:
fices everlastingly worth while by
"ON MY SET”
to know of it.
Winslow-Holbrook Post. No. 1, making their cause triumphant, ln
range guaranteed.
American I>egion. gratefully accepts the words of Sir Alfred Noyes:
Another Rockland man, who
Next Tuesday, which is to see the this Memorial as presented by the "Make Arm, I) God, lhe peace our dead hare
signs himrclf “Radio Fan,” also
for this complete range all
woo,
opining of the Carlton Bridge to City of Rockland through His Honor, I
logged 28 stations Wednesday
t For Folly shakes the tinsel on her head, and
Mayor James F. Carver.
delivered and set up
night, going on the air at 8.45
vehicular traffic, will be a day of
Nine years ago today the Wbrld Bewarecrt0? visions. While our dead still cry
Elevated warming closet
and signing off at 1.30 a. m. Sta
gieat rejoicing to these eastern parts | war ended, We are still too close it was for visions that we fell."
tions which he logged, and which
is........................$20.00
'.00 down. A year
of Maine. When at the center of
I did not, wene KMOX, WBNY,
Reservoir
is
.........
17.00
’to pay the balance.
WCCO, WCFL, WENR, WGN
the bridge Governor Brewster cuts
down. Trafton ( gain made the point.
IN BLAZE OF GLORY
and
WMAK.
Two
of
the
stations
Rockland
pushed
her
way
to
another
the ribbon stretched across the way,
appeared too be off their usual
touchdown with Trafton making a
by that official gesture we shall find
Rockland High Closes Its 30-yard run for the score. The try wave length and he has written
ourselves put in definite association
the Boston Globe to learn the
for point failed. After this touch
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Season With Fine Victory down Coach Macomber liegan to re cause.
with the rest of the world, from
CUT
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MAIL
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a«a a«a
lieve his mud coated regular*. Each
wl ich since time began •' e rolling
Burpee Furniture Co.
Over Cheverus.
I am informed that Houseof them was given a great hand when
Rockland, Maine.
Wf ters of the Kennebec have sepa
Sherman, Inc., has installed an
he trotted to the bench. When the
Send me your catalogue and price
Capt. Runt Trafton and his team • fourth period was five minutes old
rated us. Farewell the ferry boat
electric Freshman console for A.
of Glenwood Furnace [ ]
B. Allen.
and the exasperating delays of It. mates plowed their way to a Id to 0 not a Rockland man was on the field
Glenwood Range [ ]
Welcome the swift passage across victory over Cheverus High of Port who had started the game, the reThe
programs
last
night
were
Wllber
Abbott,
who
wa
sarrested
Name .........
the. lofty structure whose now at land yesterday on a muddy gridiron
very generally of a character ap
serves began right where the regu
I
ROCKLAND -----MAINEtained existence confidently assures at Community Park. Trafton was lars had left off and with (Wiggin.
propriate to Armistice Day. I
Address
will venture to say that nobody
a development too long denied these the individual star with two touch 'Wasgatt and Glover carrying the ball
downs and many long runs to hi.s they made some good games.
failed to enjoy those war songs,
regions ot the coast.
In the final minutes play C. Mc
now nine years old, but still pos
credit. Alernating in the attack
Donough shot several long passes
sessing power to thrill.
Amid yesterday’s recognition of with Trafton was Marsh the plucky
but the ball was co heavy by this
full
back,
who
plowed
through
the
9BB
Armistice Day one’s memory ran
time that they didn't carry the nec •
AT ROTARY LUNCHEON
line for good gains.
back to that momentous morning
Fred True, the popular Maine Cen
Claremont Commandery will have |
Both teams stuck to straight foot essary distance. Clark knocked down
Rotary luncheon yesterday had for tral conductor, has been transferred a special conclave Monday night for ,
nine years ago when the news of ball as the pigskin was too heavy to several forwards and Ken Wiggin in
tercepted
another.
The
game
ended
work on thte Order of the Red Cross.
ceased hostilities came over the wires pass and kicks were gotten away only when Glover scooped up a fumble on its speaker Rev. Fr. Flynn, who in to the Bangor-Portland run.
and Rockland rose up from sleeping with great difficulty. Rockland used his own 35-yard line. The summary recognition of the anniversary which
a mass formation to the rigLt and
Cheverus 0 the day celebrated took for hi.s sub
beds to voice its rejoicing. The boys hit the guards and tackles with her Rockland 26
were coming home. That was the full strength. Cheverus tried a few T. Gati, le .............................. re, Conley ject the lessons to be drawn from
Mannone
P. Leonard [national holidays, which days, he
first thought. Armistice Day is des passes but none of them were com C. Emery, It ...........
rt, J. Kilmartin
pleted and one was intercepted by
said, should not be given over alone
tined to grow in the affections of the
Staples
We grow our own Chrysanthe
Ken Wiggin.
to
sports and recreation. Patriotism
Sylvester,
lg
...............
M
........
rg,
Lyden
people as with the perspective of
iRockland kicked and Moran was
mums
and can deliver them to you
was his theme. Loyalty to country,
downed on his 35-yard line. Chever Pendleton
time it takes on added significance.
Fowler,
c
................
c,
Murray
(Capt.)
fresh,
crisp and beautiful. This
uo nn
nvu uu
imiu uunu
invui
us
kicked
on mv
the third
down uiiu
and then
he declared, a tiling recognized noth
At Kent's Hill Seminary yester Rockland staged a parade that ended ■ ' err‘"
week
we
have:
by civilized and uncivilized peoples,
with the first touchdown. The try , Parsons. rg ...........„...... lg. Pendergast
day was unveiled a bronze tablet for point failed when a short pass Larrabee
is next to love of God the world’s
memorializing the boys from that in was grounded.
[ l^ye' rt ..................... Hi P. McDonough noblest possession. Ancient peoples
A few pink 'mums at $3 per doz.
Cheverus ran the ball back to the j
J- Leonard observed it. Christ came and en
stitution who fell in the World War.
30-yard line. The visitors aimed sev- j L>- Gatti, re ..................le, S. Kilmartin nobled it. The wars fought by this
The money for tlie tablet was con
White 'mums at $4 and $5 doz.
nation had all been characterized by
eral more plays at the Rockland line . Staples, R. Emery, Hall
tributed by former pupils scattered and were forced to kick again. Rock- i Trafton (Capt.), pb .... qb, C. MoDon the great principle. In the Hi eat
Wonderful yellow ’mums,
War our young men fought to make
over the four quarters of the coun land made two first downs and then !'Wasgatt
The first period ended
................................ fit’. C. McDonough the world safe for democracy, now It
fry, and this includes our own vicln was held.
$4, $5, $6 doz.
Flanagan, lhb...................... rhb, Moran is their business to make democracy
ity. which during the past three- with the Orange and Black leading 6 rhb, Accardi ..... lhb, IH. McDonough
safe for us. It is our duty to oppose
to 0.
quarters of a century has sent many
a growing disrespect for authority,
The second period opened with Wiggin
And bronze and white pompoms at
boys and girls to this famous school Cheverus punting from midfield. Marsh, fb....................... fb, Napolitano an evil greatly prevalent thlrough
Gatlty various manifestations of anarchy;
The Rockland line broke through and Glover
among the Androscoggin hills.
$2 per dozen, sprays
Referee, Manan of Augusta. Um and also that other evil of today;
partially blocked the kick. Conley
pire 'Wotton of Rockland. Head lines intolerance. Speaking as an Ameri
was
down
the
field'fast
and
made
a
Let us especially commend these
Time, can citizen he believed every man
good recovery on the Rockland 30- man. Kennedy of Camden.
We also have some fine Boston
teachers of the little country schools yard line. Flrpo Frye broke through four ten mlpute periods.
should be granted the freedom of re
Ferns and Cyclamen
who enlist their pupils in the obser and nailed Napolitano for a tenligious preference, which Cod fibSheldon's famous Rexall One Cent creed and which th Constitution of
vance of Armistice Day and so in yard loss. Trafton then began an
Sale comes next Thursday Friday
still and emphasize tlie wholesome other series of off tackle plays and Saturday, Nov. 17, 18, 19. Don’t miss this country guarantees, safeguarding
soon he crashed over for the second
the future for all citizens. The ad
spirit of patriotism.
In this and touchdown. He also made the point it—adv.
136-138
mirable address, full of (he senti
countless ways the community stands through center.
ment of patriotism and touched with
Rockland kicked off to Cheverus
humor, was warmly applauded by the
under everlasting obligation to these
399 Main Street
Rockland
LADIES* AUXILIARY
speaker's audience. Guests present
faithful instructors cf our young. and the ball was downed on the 40117-tf
yard murker. Frye and Gatti broke
were Roger Wolcott and Dr. Stephen
The Radio Marvel of the Day. A Reve
S. of V.
through again ar.d smeared C. Mc
Whitten of Hartford, Conn., and Capt.
.While with a feeling of triumph Donough for another good loss.
John Bernet.
lation of Quality and Tone Production.
we open to service our own new Cheverus tried to punt but the pass
bridge let us not omit a note of sym from center was low and the ball
No. 1 fir laths are here in good
supply. IV. H. Giover Co.—adv.
pathy for Vermont whose five hun slipped aivay from Napolitano with
Parsons recovering for P.ockland.
dred bridges lie in ruins.
Here tlie Rockland second team
Sheldon’s famous Rexall One Cent
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
backfield was sent in by Coach Bill
Sale comes next Thursday Friday,
-Perhaps some of our clever rhym- Macomber and they were forced to
Saturday, Nov, 17. 18, 19. Don't miss
Rockland, Maine
liters, reviewing the manufacturing punt soon. The period ended with
PLUMBING, HEATING
it—adv.
136-138
Fancy Articles, Candy
^situation at the .Maine State Prison, Cheverus in possession of tlie ball on
103
Pleasant St.
Rockland
their own 20-yaid line.
U'ae Hardesty Peerless Flour lib
■ might essay a variant of Hood's
and Cooked Food for sale erally and cut down food bills.—adv.
In the third period Accardi made a
Telephone 244-W
PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
35-yard run and the third touch"Song of the Shirt."
124-S-tf
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Ask to See and
Hear the NEW

Electric Day-Fan

FAIR
G.A.R,HaU
Wednesday, Nov. 16

John A. Karl & Co.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials

a

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 12, 1927.
The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary Is
having a sale and supper ln Grand
Army hall next Wednesday after
noon.

OPENING ANNOUNCEMENT

NEWMAN & PHILBROOK'
4»

This establishment will be open for business
*

Saturday, November 12

Used Furniture
BOUGHT AND SOLD AT REASONABLE
PRICES

NEWMAN & PHILBROOK
271 Main Street

Rockland

Eleanor Calderwood of Vinalhaven
sends The Curler-Gazette a box of
clover blossoms picked since the re
cent freeze.
Winslow-Holbrook Post scored an
other big success w;lth Its Armistice
Ball in The Arcade' last night. The
large crowd and many dancers en
joyed the novelties, the music, and
whether "tripping the light fantastic”
or watching from the balcony, had a
glorious time.

The missionary meeting of the
Congregatolnal society will be held
next Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock
with Miss Caroline Littlefield. Please
note the change both in date and
place of meeting. The reading of
the book "The Christ of the Indian
Road’’ will be continued. The meet
ing will be informal.
\
-----Mr. and Mrs. John Henderson, for
merly of this city, are congratulating
themselves that their home is located
j on high ground. They reside in Arl
ington, Vt., which, ae some readers
know, is in the Vermont flood zone.
They suffered no losses, but write
home that it- was an unforgettable
sight.

The office force of The CourierGazette are indebted to Miss Clara
M Farwell for a basket filled with
.
The Ladles Auxiliary 8. of V.. will sweet pears.
hold Its fair at G. A. R. halt Wed
George T. Wade who ha»been con
nesday.
fined to his home on Camden street
Robert M. Packard la back on the for some time, tesultlng from a fall,
Job as foreman for the telephone is much Improved and Will be able
company after an extended leave of to be out soon.
absence on account of his health.
W. B. Foster of Ipswich, Mass., a
Rockland High (second team) Is former editor of the Thomaston Her
playing Augusta Y. M. C. A. at Com ald, was a caller at Tfio Couriermunity Park this afternoon. Your Gazette office ThunsdaSl and dis
presence will help Inspire the lads to cussed some of the good old days of
do their best.
•
Knox County athletics. Accompanied
by Mrs. Foster he had come down
Floreau Clark, the young trom from Massachusetts for p few days'
bonist, Is to appear In solo work at visit during a quiet spep.
the Baptist Church In Camden Sunday
morning and ut the First Baptist
The morning service at the Uni
Church. Rockland, at the evening
versalist Church tomorrow will he
service.
entirely In the hands of J’oung peo
The Knox County Ministerial As ple of the church. Miss Lucy Marsh,
sociation holds Its monthly meeting president of the Y. P..-£. U., and
next Monday ut the Baptist Church George B. Wlood, Jr., will give the ad
In Owl’s Head. Rev. C. A. Knicker dresses, and Maynard Wipgln, Stan
bocker will Introduce a discussion on ley Snow and Miss Katherine Critch
will give the prayer, scripture and
“Practical Problems."
responsive readings.
MJsses Mary
Frank Thompson, day clerk at the! Bird and Thelmt Littlefield will sing
Thorndike Hotel, has completed hisI Members of the senior and junior
annual vacation and is again handing
• P. C. U. are asked to be at the
the pen to the hotel guests. A viait vestry at 16.15 sharp and form for
to Dover, N. H„ with Mrs. Thompson marching Into the auditorium.
was one of his diversions.
The matter of having a water and
Robert Fillmore has returned from land pageant and siteakers was dis
Hollis where he has been visiting his cussed at a meeting Wednesday aft
sister, Mrs. Etta MacLean. He is ernoon of the sub-committee on the
now engaged ln working for the dedication of the new combination
Maine Institute for the Blind selling and highway bridge across the Ken
corn brooms, with the Maine Farm nebec river between Bath and Wool
ers Almanac Tor 19228 as a sideline. wich. This committee vtULxeport to
the committee next week plans for the
There will be a meeting Of the dedication df the bridge which will
Past Noble Grand Association at Odd take place next May. Chief Engineer
Fellows hall next Wednesday after Allen told the committee that weath
noon.
Picnic supper.
Rockland er permitting, he believed that actual
members are to furnish the hearty opening of the bridge for vehicle
food and visitors the sweet food. travel on the highway deck could be
All members are Invited.
made Nov. 15.
____
T

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Rockland Veteran Firemen’s
Association held Its annual meeting
last night and chose these officers:
George C. Simmons, president; Van
E. Russell, vice president; Charles
M. Lawry, financial secretary and
clerk; Harry W. French, treasurer;
George W. Doak, foreman; George
W. Wheeler, second foreman; Ixiuts
Wheeler, second foreman; George
W. Wheeler, first assistant: Louis
Hastings, third foreman; Buriejgh
C. Nash, director for two years.

boys’ cruet, trombone solo tiy Florean
Clark and ”O Come To My Heart,
Lord Jesus," Ambrose, by the cliurcn
choir. Tuesday evening at 7.15 Rev.
7.15
W. J. Day will speak on “A Warless
World; When?" The Men’s League
SERMON
will hold Its anniversary supper on
Wednesday evening at 6.30, the
speaker to be Rev. W. J. Day, founder
of the league.
Teacher’s training
MUSIC
class Thursday evening.
“COME TO MY HEART’’—Ambrose
Rev. Herman R. Winchenbaugh
• » * ♦
CHORUS
will preach the sermon at the Sal
TROMBONE SOLO—MR. CLARK
At St. Peter's Church, (Episcopal)
vation Army 8 o’clock service tomor
JERUSALEM THE GOLDEN—Quartette
row to which a hearty Invitation Is Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for tomorrow will he appropriate for
BOYS’ DUET
.
extended to all.
the ?2d Sunday after Trinity; Holy
INSPIRING SONG SERVICE
• • * •
At the Congregational Church to Communion at 7.30; morning prayer
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will and sermon at 10.30; Church school
preach on the subject “The Larger a; noon; evensong and sermon at St.
Outlook." The Pilgrim 'Choir will John Baptist Church In Thomaston.
sing. Church School at noon. The Litany on Friday night at St. Peter's
nt 7.30.
Deputy Collector H. W. Thorndike I The 103d annual session of the Fellowship League will meet in the
....
has resumed his post at the Custom 1 Methodist Conference will he held in I vestry at 6 o’clock.
The topic of the pastor’s sermon at
House after a trip to Boston with Clark .Memorial Church, Portland,
First Church of Christ, Scientist, the Methodist church ln the morning
Mrs. Thorndike.
April 11-16, according to information
will be "The Value of Silence." The
furnished by ’Rev. John Dunstan Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday anthem, "The Spirit In Our Hearts"
The Methodist ladies netted about Thursday.
Bishop Anderson of morning service at 11 o'clock. Sub will he given by the choir; church
*120 from their fair in spite of the Boston will preside. Four minister ject of lesson sermon, “Mortals and school, at noon; Epworth League nt
very Inclement 'Weather, ’t he supper ial and four lay delegates will he Immortals.’’ Sunday school At noon. 6 p. m. The first of a series of ser
was a very popular feature.
chosen for the General Conference, Tlie reading room is located at 400 mons will be given at 7.15, “Tlie Man
which will be hold In Kansas City in Main Street, over Daniels’ jewelry Who Lingered." The anthem “God
store, and is open each week day
Francis Ripley and Clarence Lam 'May,
So Loved the World" and a solo by
from 2 to 5 o'clock.
son entered the employ of John Bird
Mrs. Ruth Sewall will he a part of
. • * •
Co. this week, and Norman Davis and
Captain William H. Clarke left for
the musical progratp. The Tuesday
Rev. B. P. Browne, pastor of the
Lanscomb Miller will join the staff New York yesterday to he present at
prayer service will come at 7.3), topic
Monday.
I the annual Congress of the Salva- First Baptist Church, will speak “Fellowship With God.”
Sunday
morning
at
10.30
on
“
Playing
• • • •
-----| tion Army. The series of meetings in
A long hard run over slippery roads connection with the Congress will he the Part of Gamaliel," with special
Universalist services tomorrow will
music
by
the
choir.
Sunday
school
was the lot of the Central Fire crew, conducted by Commander Evangeline
feature Young People's Sunday when
at 11.15 Thursday night when a 'Roth, who is the national leader of meets at the noon hour and tho members of the Y. P. C. U. will have
chimney fire developed in the home1 the organization in this country. The Christian Endeavor at 6 o'clock when entire charge of the service at 10.30
of Horatio D. Hall, West Meadow Commander will he welcomed home W. O. Fuller will speak to thc young There will be two speakers IMlss
road. Only nominal damage resulted again from her recent visit to Europe people on "The Good and Bad in. Lucy Marsh and George B. Wood. Jr.
in connection with the visit of the Newspapers and Magazines.” Con Others taking part are Catharine
The Rockland merchant who got American Legion, which she ad tinuing in the series of sermons on Critch, Stanley Snow and Maynard
half-way to the distant smelting dressed in France.
Mary Bird und Thelma
. “Temptation” the pastor will speak Wlggin.
grounds and found that he had left
at 7.15 on “The Devil’s Box of Tricks." j Littlefield will sing the duet ’ The
his bait and gear behind, indulged ill
Class 2G will have a. Rummage Sale' Special music to Include “Jerusalem I Lord Is my Shepherd," Henry Smart.
some figures of, speech as he traipsed' at the Methodist vestry Tuesday, I the Golden" by a mixed quartet,1 The church qunrtettp will sing “God
I "What Will It Mean To See Jesus," of our Fathers," Scott. The Junior Y.
back after those necessary articles. Nov. 15._ adv.
“Ross" is not usually that forgetful.

Charged with keeping a noisy
rooster, Willis I. Ayer faced a more!
or less dignified jury in Odd Fellows
hall the other night, and in the end
was forced to pay *26.13. Hereafter
he will probably content himself with
his radio set, which may he just as
noisy, but which is less expensive
even when the batteries run down.
The mock trial was listened to .by a
mirthful audience, and was presided
over by Charles E. Gregory, Tobias
Smalley was sheriff, Judge Frank B.
Miller was counsel for the plaintiff
and County Attorney K. R. Camp
bell turned loose his eloquence in fa
vor of the accused. J. A. Tolman
requisitioned at the last moment as
chaplain, endowed that position with
wit and humor which It would not
possess at other than a mock trial.
The proceeds were divided between
Miriam Rebekah Lodge and Rockland
Encampment.

It looks like a btg revival in girls’
basketball this winter with three local
teams ln the field and Interest at fe
ver pitch. Miss Stevens has a High
School team that is decidedly formid
able in spite of the loss of several
veteran players through graduation
and removal. This sextette is led by
Carol Flanagan. Mabel Fales. a rec
ognized star and seasoned player, is
captain of the Rockland Commercial
College team with a large squad to
pick from including last year’s stars
from Lincoln Academy, Rockland,
Rockport, Camden and Vinalhaven
High Schools. Last, hut not to be
ignored, come “Bill" Sullivan’s Old
Timers, a decrepit group of has-beens
built around the venerable Pauline
MoLoon Rogers whose sturdy fighting
spirit brought State champ honors to
Wilber Abbott, who was arrested
The students of Rockland Commer R. H. S. back in “the days of ’21.”
by the sheriffs department for break
cial College are to give a public so
ing, entering and larceny on the
In spite of lowering skies 53 mem
cial and dance at the Copper Kettle
premises of George Philbrook at
Wednesday night as a bspetit to the bers and five guests were present
Owl's Head, pleaded guilty ln Mu basketball team. The R. C. C. has- at Friday’s meeting of the Rubinstein
niclpai Court Thursday and was held kPteers are ,ed by the gte)lftr Mahe, Club and were well repaid by the
in the sum of *1600 for the January Fales with Phyllia Stratton of Cam Interesting program presented by
term of Suj#eme Court.
He was den as manager. In the equad are Miss Elizabeth Donahue as chair
charged with hawing stolen *200.
Misses Hazel Hilton and Frieda man, who had War Songs of the
Lailer of Lincoln Academx fame Bes World as her subject.
Wednesday at the Baptist Wo sie Wall and Ruth Lermond of Plano duet—(March—Magna Charter .. Sousa
man’s Missionary Society 'Mrs. Carl Rockport, Bertha Milleajrivf Vinal
Miss Maliel Lamb, Miss Margaret Stahl
Cassens led in the absence of the haven, Lillian GreenlawAafind Alice Soprano—Batie Hymn of the Republic, Howe
EIsa Hayden
president, Mrs. Evelyn Hix. Letters Waterman of Camden''and Ruth Soprano—KeepMiss
tlie Home Fires Burning
from missionaries in the foreign field ^0^"^ R^lfland Jatges Murphy
.............................................. NoveClio
K-K-KKaty ...................... O’Hara
were read. One.from Miss E. Grace
of the Maine Music Co. Stiff will fur
Mrs. Elizabeth Chandler
Bullard, Kayali, Nellore District,
nish music at the dance j|*fth an Or- Soprano—Song of Liberty .......... 'Mrs. Beach
India, one from 'Rev. T. V. Witter,
Miss Mabeile Brown
Podili, Ongole, South India, and an thophonic Victrola.
Reading—Armhtlce Day ..................................
.(•<
Mrs. Faith Berry
other from Miss Charlotte A. Wright
The Junior Harmony Cyb held Its Soprano—Tlie Minstrel Boy ................ Moore
who is Working In Tura, Assam.
The Campbells are Coming ............
regular
meeting
Friday,
atoning
in
These letters from missionaries are
IMlss Elsa Hayden
the Universalist vestry wfth good at
highly entertaining, giving an Idea of
Soprano—English National Song ..................
tendance
and
marked
enthusiasm.
Mrs. Chandler
the work being done. They tell of
Descriptive Reading by Miss Alice Etskiite
the amusing happenings, as well. If The history lesson under the direc Piano
duet—Anril Chorus ..............................
tion
of
Mrs
Lucy
Rankin:
was
taken
not more often than the sad condi
Miss Lamb, IMrs. Berry
tions of life in those countries with up from last season’s closing subject, Soprano—Marseillaise. French national song
and
the
following
progrant
In
charge
Mrs. Rachel Browne
scarcely ever a word of their own
Chorus—Soldiers’ Chorus from "Faust"
personal hardships und lonesomeness. of Mrs. Leola Noyes was given.
Rubinstein Club
Sweet things to spare
At the Universalist 'Fair.—adv.
The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary will
conduct a sale of fancy and miscel
laneous articles at Grand Army hall
Wednesday, Nov. 16, commencing at
2 p. m. and will serve a public sup
per.—adv.

Plano—To the Rising Sun ....... Torjunsen Piano—Marche Mllttaire .............. Schubert
Potnthy Willie
Miss Hayden
Pl»no—Barcarolle from ’Tales of Hoffman"
.................................,\.................... Offenbach Soprano—Spaniah Hymn ..................................
Abraham’c Daughter, irr. by Page
Dorothy Lawry
Mrs. Zulietta Antes
Currants Brents •
........................................... Reading—Peace . .e............. Henry van Dyk
Fay Hodgkins
Mias Donohue
Steere
llano—Polka Brlltlaste ..........
Chorus—Star Spangled Banner ......................
Naomi Btearna
America ................................................
Violin—Lullaby ..............
Hartmann
Rubinstein Club
Richard Economy
Miss Hayden substituted for Mrs.
Accompanied by Flora Colson
Plano—water Aprils ....... .......... Hellier Lydia Storer in vocal groups and for
Lucy French
Mrs. Nellie Magune ln piano number;

................:......... Vlloher
Sheldon's famous Rexall One Cent Piano—Polonaise
Rose Whitmore
Sale comes next Thursday Friday,
It was voted that a fine ot five
Saturday, Nov. 17, 18, 19. Don’t miss cents will be imposed on any mem
it.—adv.___________________ 136-138
ber making a disturbance during a
Electing. The following Jheachers are
asked to prepare pupils for the next
mcet(ng wh(ch will take place Fri
day evening. Nov. 25: Miss Mabel
IHolbropk, Miss Alice Fuller Mrs.
Louie Drewett, Miss Margaret Stahl,
Mrs. Sadie Leach and Mrs. Emma
Harvey.

MtHRD
RADIOLA 16
The Widest Musical Range Ever
Achieved With One-Dial Control.

In the new, complete ’line of
Radiolas that has just come from
the famous research laboratories
of R. C. A., iWeetinghousa and
General Electric* the marvelously
compact Radiola 16 ia an outstand
ing achievement.

When used with one of the
R. C. A. Loudspeakers, this stor
age battery set brings into your
home the programs from the great
broadcasting stations—the finest
music, crop and weather bulletins
and the latest news of the world.
You have not really heard radio
until you have listened to a
Radiola and R. C. A. Loudspeaker.

rAINE
US1C
Established 1890

Mrs. Ames substituted for Mrs.
Maryon Benner. The next meeting,
Nov. 25, will be a guest day, each
member privileged to lnylte one
guest, and will be under the direc
tion of Miss Alice Erskine with Mu
sic of the Thanksgiving Season as
her subject.
The following are
scheduled to appear: Vocal, Mrs.
Gladys St. C. Morgan, Mrs. Lorita
K. Bicknell, Miss Elsa Hayden, and
Miss Lucy Marsh; instrumental, Mrs. I
Charlotte C. Jackson, Mrs. Reta C.
Sheldon’s famous Rexall One Cent Robinson itud Miss Bertha Luce.
Sale comes next Thursday Friday,
Curl your hair
Saturday, Nov. 17, 18, I*. Don’t miss
For the Universalist Fair.—adv:
it.—adv.
136-138

DIED

ATTENTION!
Wives, Mothers and Sisters
Order Now For

His Christmas Present
Wonderful line of

Custom Made Shirts
* * * *
>00% Wool Coats
»
' •
• • • •
CALL *9«M
1 « • •
o

JACK BUCK
•

136-138

Starrett—Rockland. Nov. le. George Henry
Starrett. aged 64 yeara, 3 moMha, 24 daya.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock from late
realdence. Frienda are asked to please omtt
flowers.
Glichrlat—New York City, Nov —, Miss
Emma GUcbrlat, formerly of Tenant’s Harbor.
Law—Rockland, Nov. 12, Camilla A., widow
of Franklin W. Law, aged 87 yeara, 9 months,
5 days. Funeral from Burpee's.

Supper Menu for

Page Three
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Wednesday, Nov. 16
5.30 to 7.30 P. M.

M. E. CHURCH
Sunday Evenings

“THE DEVIL’S BOX OF TRICKS”

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

7.15 P. M.
Series of Sermons
Representative Men
13. "The Man Who Lingered”
20. "The Inconsistent Man”
27. “The Generous Man”
4. “The Narrowminded Man"

Give quiet to your Sabbath eve
ning by attending Church.
136S*145
P. C. t . will meet at 3, leader Elsie
Howard and Senior Y. P. C. U. at
6, leaders Catharine Critch and Ruth
Davis.

Indica: o'.s are that many tourists
will avail themselves of oth eoppor
tunity to make the comfortable and.
enjoyable motor trip which the Uni
versalist Fair will make, possible
nex; Wednesday. Even though snow
has already visited this section of
M Une. tourists will he surprised to
see ihe beautiful foliage in Its
autumn glory, tiie abundance of red
berries. Announcement Is also made
tliat all the gift shops, tea rooms and
roadside stations will afford ample
parking .pace, except that owners of
Pierce-Arrows and Rolls-Roycea will
he obliged to make special arrange
ments.

Still no trace of the body of Milton Knight. Chickawaukie Is being
dragged by many persons.
.
--------------------Truck covers made of finest waterproof medium weight duck, rugged
and long wearing at 12 cents square
foot, guaranteed complete. Rockland
Awning Co., 17 Willow street, John
M. Richardson.
135*157
I

.
Wore you buy a radio
ask how much it is, complete * • and if
it really is electric or so called electrified”
with mis battery and that battery to
continually recharge and replace V V V V

MODEL G-3—The inherent grace
of this model, ttyled after an early
American Period Table makes this
mahogany console most attractive.

$zoo
Complete

MODEL C-5—One of the
fejeat cabinet* ever designed.
Pleasing lines and propor
tions. Panelled entirely of
gcauias burl walnut.

Freshman
EQUAPHASE

MODKL C-7—PkneOed ia
genuine mabogany. Containa
Very targe cone speaker
mounted esi Baffle Board in
a remarkably resonant tone
chamber.

THE

|MS

Complete

Complete
Always

Always

Right!

Ready!

RADIO
Freshman Electric Radios employ no batteries whatsoever. They are furnished only with the RCA
171 Power Tube. Prices shown here are complete—ready to operate—including the new RCA
A C Electric Tubes and the finest of built-in cone speakers.
acids
trouble
batteries

no

•water
excuses
makeshifts

Take this “ad” with you no matter
what radio you intend to look at
Deliveries on Freshman Electric Radios are a little alow due
to the enormous demand. However—-it will pay you to wait.

Universalist Fair
Chicken Pie
Lobster Salad
Oyster Stew
Fruit Salad
Baked Beans, Cabbage Salad
Rolls
Dough nuta
Cake
Ice Cream
Coffee
Tea

PRATT MEMORIAL

SUNDAY NIGHT

i

HOUSE=SHERMAN, INCORPORATED
Authorized Dealers

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 12, 1927.
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Keep Your
Stomach Young
and Sweet

WELL REPRESENTED

THE RISE OF NATHAN

HAWKES

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

“Electricity!—
The Foe of Drudgery”

Eastern Standard Tima

a "ft

Knox County Has 22 Stu
dents At the University of Former Appleton Boy Becomes Vice President of the
Boston & Maine—Began As Office Boy.
Maine.

Twenty-two students from Knox
From office boy to vice president ln ' ger of the Canadian National RailCounty are enrolled this year at the
University of Maine. Of these 16 are '27 vears Is the achievement of Na-'"'a>’s and of the Central Vermont,
.
continuing also as New England
men and six are women. Three are , than
W. Hawkes, freight traffic man___
traffic manager.
President, General Federation of
Sei iors. five nre Juniors, eight Soph
ager
of
the
Canadian
National
and
On
assuming his new office he will
omores and six Freshmen. Nine are
Women’s Clubs
in the College of Arts and Sciences, ! Central Vermont Railways, who be- , be given a warm welcome by veteran
comes
vice
president
of
the
Boston
&
railroad
employes
and
officials,
many
eight are in the College of Technolo
“Electrically equipped homes mean hap
gy, and five are of the College of Maine Railroad in charge of traffic j of whom recall the time when he was
succeeding Gerrit Fort. Mr. Hawkes an energetic and courteous office boy
pier and more healthful homes. The cost
Agriculture. The students are:
# Seniors—John MeCobb, Camden; assumed his new duties Thursday, with the Grand Trunk
of electrically operated labor-reduction
Mr. Hawkes, who was at Exeter,
Mr. Hawkes was born at Appleton.
Benedict Toivo, North Haven; Henry
Me.. July 1, 18S2, and he began his N. H.. to see the Exeter Academy
devices is offset many times by the saving,
Wooster. Rockport.
Juniors—(Harold Arey. Vinalhaven; railroad career ln the Boston offices eleven of which his son, N. W.
the increased efficiency, the protection to
Hawkes
Jr.,
is
quarterback
playof
the
Grand
Trunk
Railroad
after
Elsten Cooper, North Haven; Robert
his
pleasure "to
be
health and the contribution to the general
Mansfield, Union; Donald Small, graduating from the Cambridge High expressed
Rockland; Frank Stewart. Rockland. anu Latin school In 1900. His rise returning because in environment
well-bein^ of the family of such devices.”*
Sophomores — Charles Coughlin, in his chosen field has been rapid. and opportunity New England offers
Rockland; Carl Herrick. Rockland; He remained with the Grand Trunk much." Further he said:
Charles Hooper, Camden; Milford at Boston for 15 years, in 1915 he ■ "As I understand it. the Boston &
Payson,
Rockport;
Ross
Spear, was appointed general freight agent Maine will continue its policy of detrained technical personnel in
I HE constructive efforts
Rockport: Chester McFarland. Union; of the Central Vermont with offices per.daible and expedited service to
Katherine Veazie. Rockland: Martha at St. Albans. Vt. He served in that enable New Ehgland industry to
the whole field of industry is
of
the
forward-looking
cap.aclty several years. He was the meet the current conditions of small
Wlasgatt. Rockland.
f!i*st
chairman
of
the
New
England
Inventories
and
quick
delivery.
This
working for the betterment of
electric
power
compan

Freshmen—Richard Bird. Rockland;
policy will be reflected in out traffic
Mary Carter, Thomaston; Bernice Freight and Passenger Association
electrical
service and the reduc
ies
of
the
United
States
have
organization and we shall endeavor
Hopkins, Camden; Clifton Robbins, which he organized in January, 1920.
to work with our New England in
As
the
head
of
this
organization
fie
tion
of
its
cost.
released
an
ever-increasing
Hope; Mary Sylvester, Rockland;
won tlie wide commendation of ship, dustries and communities to build up
Ellen Wareham. Vinalhaven.
number
of
women
from
the
business which will in turn produce
M.ss Mary Carter of Thomaston pers and railroad heads of New Eng
traffic."
exacting duties of the house
As a result of this sense of
had the honor of placing fourth in the land
Mr. Hawkes' appointment is es
In January, 1924. he became NewEnglish examination given to all the
hold to more congenial and in
trusteeship, the average home
England traffic manager of the Can- pecially gratifying to everybody in
freshmen during the freshmen week
adian National and Central Vermont Knox County. The new vice preslteresting pursuits of life.
today
enjoys the comforts and
This test was one of the Ohio place
Rallways. with headquarters in Bos- dent Is a son of A. J. Hawkes, forEvery bite of food you eat MUST ment exams, and gave two tests in
ton and in August 1926. he was ap- merly of Appleton and now of Camconveniences
of electricity at a
be digested, and the waste matter each subject, aptitude and training.
pointed system freight traffic mana- bridge, Mass.
Carl Herrick of Rockland, because
cost
of
only
a
few cents per
Every
new
electrical
invention
eliminated.
That’s sure.
If your
of ill health has left the University
day.
stomach is sluggish and cld. from the He hopes to return in February how
finds an abundance of power
j TENANT'S HARBOR
excessive acids which keep eating ever. Mr. Herrick is a member of
ready to serve it. Through the
i 'Seventeen members of (Furitan
away the gastric juices, you must dis the Sophomore class, and belongs to
Operating under the 'American
Rehekah
Lodge
recently
partook
of
enterprise of these companies,
solve them, or you never will be free sthe Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity.
a chicken supper at the Community
from indigestion, sour risings. Moat
principle
of individual initia
inspired by individual initia
. Sweet Shop. South Hope and report
ing and drowsiness after you eat.
A special institute was conducted
la
delightful
time.
tive,
and
working
in the inter
tive, electric power plants and
STRAND THEATRE
Get a package of Pape’s Diapepsin
this summer hy the University of
i Clarence Thompson has an attrac
from your nearest drug store and
Wien
the
Patent
leather
Girls
ests
of
the
public,
these
special
service facilities are being con
North Carolina for memhers of the
chew one of the tablets after meals.
last came to Rockland lt was the tive looking and comfortable new
......
,
,,
. . ■ Southern Textile Social Service As7-passenger car. a super six Studeists in science, engineering, fi
structed five years in advance'
Instantly the distress Is relieved, it goclatlon and olher sorial and recre. generally expressed opinion that lt baker, Duplex phaeton.
dissolves the adds, sweetens the atlonal workers. Courses were given was one of the snappiest shows on
nance and administration con
of consumer demand. Since
The remains of Miss Emma Gil
stomach and you will have an appe In modern social problems: the citi the circuit. They are coming again
christ of New York, (formerly
of
stitute
one of society’s greatest
1
9C0,
the
capacity
of
these
next
week,
direct
from
“
big
time,"
tite again like you had when a child. zen and his town; girls club work;
this town) were brought to Wiley's
All drug stores have 'Pape's Dia handicraft, play, ar.d recreational with a cast of 17 entertainers and a Corner for burial Thursday. Miss
forces in the promotion of a
plants has been doubled every
pepsin. More than five million pack demonstrations. Round table dis happy-so-lucky chorus.
Gilchrist was a member of Seaside
freer, more enlightened and
five years.
Ten acts of vaudeville are on the
ages are used a year.
cussions were held for persons en
Baptist church.
hill,
together
with
musical
comedy
abundant life.
gaged ln industrial social work.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge will work
ind feature pictures, so that there
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
the degree at Warren next Monday
Keenly alert to their social ob
o
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette
Hunger Is a necessary evil; it pro will not be a moment when the night.
with the home news, at Hoteling's News I
boards are not occupied with some
In
the
continued
support
of
Naomi Chapter O. E. S., is invited
ligations,
these
electric
power
Acency. 308 Weat into Kt.
t«-tf motes industry.
form of sprightly entertainment.
to visit Harbor Light Chapter of
this
principle
lies
America
’s
The feature pictures for today are
companies
have
not
been
con

Rockport Tuesday evening.
Buddy Roosevelt In "The Bandit
assurance
of
all
that
makes
for
At the regular meeting of 'Puritan
tent
to
rest
on
the
expansion
of
Buster" and "The Cruise of the Retbekah Lodge, last Thursday eve
Hellion." The former is called a
progress, prosperity and cul
their facilities. The most ex
ning Mr. and Mrs. Levi Torrey were
ihrillodrama, and you will agree that
elected to membership, having for
tural opportunity.
pert,
highly
skilled
and
highly
it is. And for that matter so is the merly been metrtbers of the Swan's
other picture.
Russ—Frenchman— Island Rehekah Lodge.
Swede—Finn—Lascar — H'un — Nor
* The complete text of Mrs. Sherman’s address will be furnished upon request
wegian and Malay. The scum of
VINALHAVEN
every waterfront from New York to
Fred Grimes gave an auction bridge
Calais. A wilder crew ne'er sailed
than worked the "Hellion” down the party, followed by luncheon Wednedj.
Bay. And what adventures befell day evening at the home of Mr. and
them—and her—ere they won back to Mrs. F. M. White. Pleasant street.
fifty-two
Where
port again! Here ts a picture strong
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dailey, Miss
with the tang o' the brine and ting Ruth Vinal, Fred A'inal and William.
weeks
the trade
ling with the hot, red blood of Life! Vinal who were in town this week
Augusta
Maine!
"Backstage" is the title of the Mon to attend the funeral services of Dr,
day-Tuesday feature. The story in W. F. Lyford, have returned to Rock
every
finds
terestingly tells of the struggles of land.
four chorus girls who are forever
Mrs. T. E. Libby returned Tuesday vWted recently wUh Mr. and Mrs.
year
APPLES
broke and one of the quartet who from Boston.
Chester A. Simmons.
looks to reach the top rung of. the
Mrs. James Grant and sister. Mrs
The season for emelt fishing has
ladder of theatrical success. The Oeorge Innes of Hall's Quarry are returned
agaln and quite a number
appearance on the scene of the man guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Car
of them are being caught by the local
who will advance these ambitions ney.
fishermen.
complicates her affairs with the
Quite a delegation from North
Mrs. Donald Knapp and infant
young
man
who
is
her
sweetheart
We also sell other produce which you raise, such
Haven was in town Thursday (.o at
and urges her to marry him and tend the Tunney-Dempsey feature daughter Karol have returned home
from Mrs. Lizzie Thompson’s.
leave the footlights. How the young film at the movies.
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
adies of the chorus round out their
A. T. Norwood of Warren has in-j
Mrs. Laurel Gerry, son Bruce ant^
destinies and the fulfillment of Miss
brother Leroy Ames of Hollywood/ stalled a one-pipe furnace in the
Julia's ambitions are the highlights
Calif., arrived here Wednesday, called summer home of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Best Prices
Quick Returns
in this more than entertaining film.—
by the illness of their father. Capt Plttch. now occupied by Mr. and Mrs
adv.
,|^»IX,nald Knapp.
Preston Ames.
Regular meeting of Woodcock-^
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Thibodeau
EMPIRE THEATRE
Cassie-Coombs Post. A. L., and La (Myrtle Simmons) of Bremen are re
HEARTY, INC.
The attraction for today Is William dies’ Auxiliary was held at the G. ceiving congratulations on the birth
i’. Haines in “Spring Fever.”
A. R. rooms Thursday night.
of a child. The Thibodeaus plan in
20 No. Side
BOSTON,
The best way to describe "The
the near future to occupy the Stacey
Poor Nut," which comes next MonFaneuil Hall Market
MASS.
Simmons house at Hatchet Cove re
FRIENDSHIP
lay for two day3 to the Empire The
cently bought by Melvin Simmons.
121-s-tf
Mrs.
Fannie
A.
Rauskolb
of
Med

atre with Jack Mulhall In the title
The village schools closed Friday
ford,
Mass.,
one
of
our
summer
resi

ole, Is to say that it will be en
to celebrate Armistice Day.
dents,
is
convalescing
from
a
severe
joyed by everyone, from mother and
Miss Elsie Seppala has returned
ather to the last kiddie. It is a case of appendicitis which necessi from Portland where she was oper
•lean, extremely funny etory of col tated an operation.
Mrs. Blanche McDonald of Camden ated on for appendicitis recently.
lege life, built aiound a young man
Dr. W. H. Hahn was in Portland
who suiters from an "inferiority
Friday.
-omp’ex” which is finally removed
Lew J. Wallace who has been
hrough the work of a pretty co-ed
spending a few days at his home here,
and his own victory as a runner on
went to Rockland Friday, where he
the cinder track.—adv.
Diuretic?
planned to go scalioj) fishing with
Capt. Meservey.
One Can’t Feel Welt When Kidneys
PARK THEATRE
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wotton left
Act Sluggishly.
Never haa the city of Rockland
for their new home in Bangor Friday
viewed a motion picture as enthral
after visiting several days with Mrs.
HE part played by the
ling and as beautiful as “The Garden
kidneys and their impor
Wotton's parents, Mr. aBd Mrs. Alton
of Allah,” which opens Monday at
Prior.
tance to bodily health should
he Park for two days.
be clearly understood. Slug
It is not surprising to find it cred
gish kidneys do not thoroughly
NORTH WASHINGTON
cleanse the blood of poisonous
ited to Rex Ingram, the great direc
THC INTtSMATIOMAL SVNOKATC.
iMrs. M. W. Lenfest started Wed
wastes. Such impurities are apt
tor who produced "The Four Horse
nesday
for
Seattle,
Wash.,
where
she
to make one dull, tired and
men of the Apocalypse," “ScaraHORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
VERTICAL (Cont)
achy with often a nagging will visit relatives for a few months
mouche," “Mare Nostrum" and other
2-Formed by two
44-Rodent
14-A
brief letter
ln
that
distant
State
and
also
in
backache, drowsy headaches
'hundering dramas. !He filmed lt
17-Curaed
’
converging line*
46-Audltory organ
and dizziness. A common warn Montana
abroad for ?.letro-Goldwyn. Alice
6-A
flat-boat
21- Flghta
48To
guide
'Mrs.
Simon
Turner
has
moved
ing of imperfect kidney action
"erry plays the leading feminine role
22- Thlef
8-lmplant deeply
49- Hastened on foot
is scanty or burning excretions. from her eld home here to her house
and she is more beautiful, exquisite
24-A Jot of Hquld
11-The
Interest
60-Steam
in
Augusta
where
she
will
remain
Doan’s Pills aid the kidneys
and divine than she has ever been
28-M Ingle.
62Poem
(of
anyone)
during
the
winter.
in their eliminative work.
before. A new side of her is shown
26-Performed on tW
IS—A division of the
63- Satan
Fred Gleason has finished his pulp
50.000 users have publicly
in this picture—a melting humanity
etago
year
64- Plan
wood job here and moved away.
recommended
Doan's.
Ask
hat will wind plcturegoers around
28-Aa bad as gggalkla
15- More wan
66-Nonaenaa
Several from this place motored to
vour neighbor!
her aristocratic fingers.
30-Tlny
68- Mature
16- Confederata
Bath Sunday to see the new bridge.
Ivan Petrovich, Miss Terry's new
general
60- Touch
82-Ftmale fowl
. x
leading
man.
is
an
astonishingly
Double Twins
18-One who commits a 61- Paired
- 36-Harvester
For over half a century Hardesty
handsome, athletic actor. He has the
38-To tour
felony
Peerless has signified the best high
dark complexion of Miss Terry’s for
4O-Part of tho body
VERTICAL
20- Pre ceded
patent flour that can be milled—
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
mer leading men—Valentino, Novarro
42-Famoua English
21- Spare
1- Palned
adv.
124-S-tf
Foe ter-Milburn Co-. Mfi.Chem., Buffalo, N.Y.
and Moreno—but a stronger face
Bird’s Neponset Double Twins are 12&’ wide, 40"
28—To place
2- Shoemeker’s tool
publlo sehool
than any of these. He is beyond
8-Proeeed
24-A cabinet member
long and form three layers of waterproof and
48- To pay attontlM h
Of
question Rex Ingram's greatest dis
46- lndlgo
4-Before
(abbr.)
spark-proof protection on the roof.
N ation«
Banki
covery since Valentino.—adv.
6-A flower (pi.)
25- A color
47- Thlekened
8-Choose
27- Molstura
turpentine
FISH FOR SHERIFF
7Uead
In
rowing
28To
taunt
49- Merrymaklng
1. They have an unusually smooth,
»-A dolt
F. Morris Fish of Hallowell has
8 i-R eve rbe ration
61-To tear
,
even surface of natural red, green,
announced that he will be a candi
10- Cathedral city of
88-Hearvenwarda
63-To expire
,
or blue-black crushed slate.
C.
Spain
date for the Republican nomination
84-To
eradicate
Saving regularly for a defi
•
66-Jewel
,
for sheriff of Kennebec County at
38-Conhinctlon
11-A package of goods
2. They have the distinctive arched
57-Deslgnatlo* gf
nite purpose
ire primariesto be held in June. Mr.
86- Otd-faahloned dtnoe
corded for
Fish for four years was city marshal
cut-out, and an extra wide butt.
87- Porty days in spring
postal routs
shipment
Is the wisest plan—it means suc
Sa-Artlcls
of Hallowell and deputy sheriff under
12- To whip
(abbr.)
«
cess.
41-Bollad
BS-By
i
the
administration
of
Sheriff
Frank
13- Observed
3. They are double twin shingles
J. Ham. He was the first State Pro
Form the habit of saving your
which can be quickly laid at a sav
bation Officer ever appointed in
money with ut.
ing in labor and nails.
Solution to Previous Puzzle
Maine and held that position for nine
A NEW FLYING RECORD
years. He acted as warden of the
Maine State prison from Dec. 1, 1925
Neponset Double Twins are made by Bird & Son, inc. (Est.
Lieut. Alford J. Williams, U. S. N.?
Open a Checking Account
1795), manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Shingle
to May 1. 1927.
who has been experimenting since
And
pay
all
your
bills
by
check,
Design Roofing. Art-Craft Roofing, Paroid Roofing, Ne
June with a racing airplane of his
which it equivalent to a receipt.
ponset Black Building Paper and Neponset Board. There’s
own design in the hope of winning
a Bird Product for every sort of building I
the world's air speed record, went
aloft into windy skies as darkness
f 73 YEARS OF SERVICE
came Sunday night in the plane for
IFe ore heodquurfers /or Bird's roofings,
the first time since it has been con
building papers and wall board.
MELLO-GLO, the new wonderful
verted from a seaplane to a land
French Process Face Powder, is pre
plane and flew at a rate which he
ferred by nurse® because of Its pur
clocked as 322.6 miles an hour. This
ity, and they say it does not make
is 21 miles faster than man has ever
the skin dry and drawn. Stays on
flown before.
longer, keeps shine away, and is very
453 Main St.
Tel. 14
Rockland, Me.
beneficial to the complexion. You too
The prize optimist of the year Is
will love MELLO-GLO when you
the statistician who says one Ameri
use it. Corner Drug Store and all
can ln each five’ knows how to drive
other good stores,
a car—Manila Bulletin.

Says Mrs. John D. Sherman

Trains Lcavs Rockland for
Augusta, f7.45 a. in., |2.20 p. m., 12.30 p. RL,

a.,

fUnaor, *17.45 a. m., t2.20 p. m.. 12.30 p.
Boston,' *17.45 a. tn., 12.20 p. m. |2.30 p. BL,
Brunswick, 17.45 a. tn., 12.20 p. m., |2.30p. tn.»
Lew?ston?'l7 45 a m . 12.20 p. tn. |2.30 p.

New York. 12.20 p. in., 12 30 p. in.
Portland, 17.45 e. in., 12.20 p. m., |2 30 p.

Wtxdwic™ 17.45 a. m., 12.20 p. m , 12.30 p. tn.,
to 25 p. m.
’ Daily, except Sunday.
tr

• WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to mange Without Notice)
IN fcfTETT OCT. 22, 1927
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED

VINALHAVEN. STONINGTON ANO SWAN'S
ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Sfontngton 6 30.- North Haven 7.30, Vinal
haven 8.30. due to arrive at Rockland about
0.45.
Return—Leaves Bockland at 1.30 P. IL,
Vinalhaven 2.43. North Tlaven at 3.45, Ston
ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan'a Island
about 6.30 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.

Beauty

Forever
The most beautiful and ten
der emotions of the human
heart are those which prompt
the placing of a memorial that
the last resting place of loved
ones may be beautiful forever.

A Guardian Memorial is a
perpetual expression of these
emotions and is protected
forever by a Jones Brothers
Guarantee Bond.

ISL
GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
gf fueHaWiy

Authorized Distributors

DON’T ASK US
ASK ANYONE 1

DOWNYFLAKE

Central Maine Power Company

&

fBIRD’S ROOFS

Doughnuts Are Best

TRAINER’S
Foot of Spring St.

I
< '

i
I

North
National
Bank

Most Nurses Use
New Face Powder

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

!z

Delicious Three Crow
■ Vanilla makes food more
palatable.

I

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm haa
faithfully served ths famlliaa of Knox County.
Lady Attandant
Tai. Day 480) Night, 711-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
* "
-i' **

T

DOAN’S

Rockland
80-tf

sC-

What is a

NEPONSET

Btsstj

E. A. GLIDDEN A CO.
Waldoboro, Ma.

SHIP YODR APPLES TO

KINGMAN

5 Sunday only.

VinaHikven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

W1E£

im

a..

Waterville, 17.45 a. nt., 12.20 p. m , J2.30 p. tn.,

*

Dr. George H. Ingraham
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate of Kirksville School of
Oatoopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 823
38 Summer Street
Rockland

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dantal X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hourat 9 to 12—1 to B
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Ttl. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
~

""

"

'■ ■■■"■ '

-' "JR

')

DR. E.L. SCARLOTJ
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only—Tel. 138
35 Limeroek St.
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main St.
Rockland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tai, 339-M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to 5
Evenings 'by Appointment

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.

Residence until 9 A. M., and by
Appointment.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON, ME.

North National Bank

C. S. ROBERTS

Rockland, Main©

Announces opening oi£ office In

Attorney

•.

Odd Fellows Block, Opp. Postoffieo
Tol, 470
(loom B-B-P* *

j

O’ — .f)y
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THE BUTLER CLOCK

finest manner possible, the wheels an alarm clock causing the tower
of the movement being of hard lights to come on at any hour
Many Queries Regarding the hammered clock bronze with ac- near sundown and to go out at
-rip;.-- I
Tn R. ctirately cut teeth and with arbors midnight or when desired. Each
t ime riece
- anj pinions of the l>est open of the four faces in the tower is
printing of Article.
hearth steel, cut, ground and pol- lighted by three 40 watt elec---.
.
ished. All bearings are of compo- trie lamps and at night the glowThe frequency with which sjti)ronze so set as to be eas- ing face^ make an outstanding
queries are made relative to the jjy removable.
mark whether viewed from the
striking, winding and lighting
escapement is the Graham harbor, from the extreme Northmechanism of Rockland s fine jca(j 5eaj pattern, universally ac- er.d or from the western part of
municipal clock makes advisable knowledged to be the best. The the city as Middle street hill. The
the reprinting of an article pub- hUgependulum is 9 feet long and mellow notes of the hell sounding
lished in this paper shortly after 5WjngS jn the room below the through the reaches of the night
the installation of the time piece clock room. The makers of the bling to every citizen a feeling of
in June 1926. It might be said
gjve an unconditional guar- pleasure and unconscious comir. passing that through the year antee that it will keep correct panionship that is good for the
the clock has kept extremely ac- pmei run without a variation of soul.
curate time with a minimum of more than thirty seconds a
The donor of the splendid piece
attention and only nominal ex- month. This is the year round, of civic property was ever lookpense.
summer and winter, for the clock ing toward the city’s betterment.
/,****..
r , is not affected by temperature He took a great interest in the
. ne 1 1 6 Prov,s'on^ °J , e though it is situated in an unheat- Rockland Public Library and it
will of the late Capt. h. A. Butler e(j room The ro(js which con- was largely through his untiring
set aside a sum of money for the nect {jie
w,th
hands are efforts that the present plant mainstallation of a striking, l.lumm- p,.^^ wjth expansion joints to terialized and the R. P. L. gained
ated town clock, the sole restnccare
frost actjon
the very high standing it has in
tion being that the site be selectqq,e
js self-winding and State library circles.
ed and the bequest be accepted be- nee{js n0 manual attention week
For many years Capt. Butler
fore a certain date, lhe condi- jn an(j weeh 0Uf qq,e force which had been interested in the matter
tions were met and the clock duly controjs the striking hammer is of a town clock and had made a
installed in the tower of the first gajnecj through the dropping of rather extensive study of the
Baptist Church on Main street a heavy weigTit. The weight matter. In his will he made
where it commands the respectful reaches a certain point in its de- ample provision for the fulfilling
admiration of tourists, citizens SCfnt an(j strikes a trip switch of this wish of a lifetime and
and visiting yachtsmen too, for it whiCh starts a small electric mo- the carrying out of his wish was
overlooks the harbor.
tor an(j vjn(js the weight to the undertaken by a committee of
lhe clock itself was made by tQp where
js stopped by an- City Fathers. It was suggested
the E. Howard Clock Co. of ojher trip switch. Safety devises in the will that the clock he inBoston and comes fully guaran- are provided jn each instance in stalled in the Court House tower
lee<’• J1 stHkcs hourly using a case fhe swjtches fail to work, bu; a careful survey of the sitheavy hammer that strikes down- q^ tjme eR(j operates ;n the same uation with the County Commisward on the outside of the pres- m.>nner> entirely automatic. In sinners proved that location iment Hooper bell of the church case the pOwer fajls the clock possible, structurally and otherwhich weighs 2200 pounds. There wouy not be bothered until it wise, so the sightly tower of the
?n arrangement on the striker ran (jown which would be about First Baptist Church, home of
which prevents accident in case 24 hours. The power in all prob- Capt. Butler’s forefathers, was
the bell ever happens to be swing- aj,ility never will be off that long, selected. The title to the clock
ing when the clock strikes. This ^ut jn case jt js the
may js vested in the city and it is
bell is of medium pitch and good he woun(j hy hand.
maintained in whole by the same,
volume, the only larger hell in the The lighting is automatic too, the church trustees donating the
city being that of the Methodijjt a swjtch which may be set like use of the tower.
Church. When struck by the ex-__________________________________________________________
terior hammer the bell gives off
an exceptionally clear, mellow
tone.
The dials of the clock are lo
cated above the bell in the tower
proper, being set in dormers es
pecially built for the purpose.
it
The faces themselves are 5 foot
6 inches in diameter of heavy
giound plate glass which makes
a good appearance day or night.
The figures and hands are of cast
iiou and the whole is weatherpi oof. The inside is stippled,
giving the clock face, its clear
white effect.
The clock room or the place
where the machinery is located,
is one floor below the hell deck of
the tower, thus securing the com
plete elimination of vibration.
The works are connected by
shafting with the hands in the
tower, two floors above. The
“works” make a compact machine
standing six feet high in a heavy
gieen painted iron frame. All
the moving parts are made in the

CONCRETE ROADS

----

Just Received
A CAR OF

High Test
GASOLINE
THE FAMOUS 68-70
This is Absolutely the Best That Money Can Buy

TRY IT FOR FALL AND WINTER

DRIVING

Thurston Oil Co.
104 Park Street

Tel. 127

Rockland, Me.

RUGS AND CARPETS

Clean Up and Paint Up

SHAMPOOED
Sand Ua Ona For Trial
Let Ua Show You What Fina
Raaulta Wa Can Attain

We have tha Highest Quality of
PAINT AND VARNISH
For Every Purpose

PEOPLES LAUNDRY

672 Main St.
Rockland
Phonti 683-W—223-J

Limarock Street

Phone 170

Lymebumer & Annis

DAVID L. McCARTY
REGISTERED DRUGGIST
DRUGS, SUNDRIES, PATENT MEDICINES, DOCTORS’ ANO
HOUSEHOLD PRESCRIPTIONS
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION

606 MAIN STREET

TEL. 1046-M

ROCKLAND, ME.

Forty Foot Width Now Com
mon In New York State.
Out in Montana horses of fair
muscle and with the flush of
youth still in theffr eyes are being
sold to dog biscuit factories for
two7 to five dollars a head. In
New York state the construction
of main highways to a width of
40 feet is not only being advocat
ed but actually practiced, for in
the last twelve months 35 miles of
wide roads have been built or
placed under construction.
That all main trunk lines he
built to a minimum width of 30
feet, was the recommendation
made by the New York state Au
tomobile Association at its annual
meeting held a short time ago in
Rochester. The New York pro
gram already underway bears out
the justification of this demand,
which a quarter century ago
would have been scoffed at, even
as would have been the suggestion
that range horses in the west be
some day so valueless as to con
stitute a menace.
Conduit Boulevard, a 40-foot
wide piece of concrete to extend
for 16 miles from Rosedale to
Amityville, Nassau county, New
York, will indeed be a road
worthy of the flood of modern
motor cars that will soon pass
over it. Saturday and Sunday
traffic, of several times more vol
ume than ordinary week day
travel, sweeps along uninterrupt
ed by turn-outs and accidents.
Not all communities, naturally,
can expect to build luxurious
paths 40 feet in width, nor is
such construction always neces
sary. Yet throughout the land
countless towns of small popula
tion are actually in need of wider
rural outlets. The adequacy of a
road is judged hy its efficiency
over the weekend.

Announcing the

It ia not the Original
cost, but the up-keep
that cells RUDY Fur
naces. Call us or come
in and ask ue about
the price of a RUDY
HEATER for your
heme.

SLEEPER BROS.
PLUMBING AND HEATING
246 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

SIMON K. HART
Manufacturer of Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
ROCKLAND, ME.

Absolutely

No Batteries of Any Kind

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
PRICES RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT
Agents for "BESTWALL" (The Beet Plasterboard Made)
ATLAS PAINTS, MURPHY VARNISHES

W. J. ROBERTSON
TELEPHONE 124-3

THOMASTON, ME.

No Chargers

“Plug In The Light Socket”

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

Wholesome Bo*
Italy Meals

Glass

Authorized Sparton Dealer

643 Main Street

Rockland, Me.

DOOR GLASS
POPULAR PRICES

NEWBERTS
SOS Main Street

Rockland

Rocldand
Marble A Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING, Prop.
20 Lindsey St.
Rockland
Telephone 681-W

1. LESLIE CROSS
CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING
THERE’S SOMETHING FOR YOU TO GAIN BY DOING SO
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
442 MAIN STREET
TEL. 494-R
ROCKLAND, ME. <

shower after Grange last Monday
evening. The time was passed with
games and singing, followed by serv
The ladies sewing circle meets ing of cake, sandwiches and cocoa.
with Mrs M. J. Harris Nov. 17.
Mrs. Emma Keen and Celestia
Mrs. Gertrude Hupper motored to Harris have returned home after
Deer Isle wtth her parents Mr. and caring for their brother William
Mrs. Lowe In their new Chevrolet car Barter for several weeks
last week.
'Harold Hupper joined
M. J. Harris’ store has been wired
them over the weekend.
for electricity.
ISpecial meetings are being held at
Fred Robinson is staying with his
the Baptist church. Hev. O. W. sister Mrs. G. sN. Bachelder for a
Btuart of the Littlefield Memorial few days.
church, Rockland, Is assisting Rev.
■Mrs. G. N. Bachelder and daughter
Mr. Packardmotored to Friendship last week and
Mr. ' and Mrs. Roy Hupper and visited relatives.
Lena Harris have returned from a
'Miss Marjorie Hupper picked a
trip to Boston.
large bouquet of marigolds and two
IMrs. Jerome Jones is having a new red clovers in bloom the day of our
chimney built. The work Is being first snow storm, Nov. 9.
Mrs. I/illias Robinson of St. George
done by Fred Robinson of Cushing.
Miss Margaret Harris and Dell visited last week with her sister. Mrs
.Bimmons were
given a variety G. N. Bachelder.

MARTINSVILLE

BIGGER SALES THAN EVER
Old' Family That's What Hundreds

Prescription.

/

Give Us a Call

Knox County
Motor Sales Co.

Test the Three Branches of Our Butinets

An

in
All Makes of Automobiles

of Dealera say of

Ballard’s Golden Oil
A Standard Heuseheld Remedy <Wr
Family Ills and Ailment,. In useTir
Generations. Only 35 Cents Puts a
Battle in ths Medielne Closet Reedy far
Emertanelee tad Goad to tho Last
Goldoa Bros. Self Evorwhoro.

583 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 333

Mrs. W. Mank was at the village
recently.

FORD SALES AND SERVICE

Charles Roiland has had his house
newly shingled. Charles Johnson of
Rockland doing the work.

Mrs. F L. Whitten and daughter
Alice ,of Belfast motored to Union
last week to visit with their cousin
Mrs. W. A. MeserveyMrs.
Marcellus Cunningham
Is
spending the week with her daughter
tn Rockland.
Mrs. Constance McPhail of Ran
dolph, Mass., recently visited her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cal
derwood. She was accompanied by
her mother's old-time friend Dr.
Park, and his daughter Flossie of
Stoneham, Mass.
Ronald Messer returned from a
hunting trip last week bringing a
fine deer.
IMrs. Augusta Ross has moved her
household goods to Round Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin M. Ames of
Friendship were guests of his sis
ters here Sunday.
The Community Club held a very
■enjoyable meeting Tuesday, 25 being
present.
Supt. of Schools Frank
Rowe of Warren was the speaker of
the day and took for his subject
’’The Community’s
Needs."
Mr.
Rowe gave a very Interesting talk
and all were delighted to have him
and his estimable wife with them.
Refreshments were served. .The next
meeting will be held with Mrs. Ber
nice Payson Nov. 27 when there will
be a Thanksgiving program.
A

William Harrison has had a new
chimney built on his house.
J. A.
Allard & Son did the work.
William Pierson picked a nice
bunch of blueberry blossoms Nov. 5.
George Roiland is gaining slowly
In health.
No school last Monday on account
of the teacher. Miss Aina Anderson
being sick.
John T. Williams is having his
house newly shingled hy Charles
Johnson of Rockland.

SOMERVILLE
Lewis A. Turner was at home from
Starks over the weekend and was
accompanied by Ernest Edwards of
Madison.
Mr. and Mrs. IF. H. Tracy were
Saturday evening visitors at the
home of F. A. Turner.
Mrs. Caro E. Turner was visiting
friends here Tuesday.
Hunters are quite numerous here
since the snowstorm of Nov. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Tracy have
moved into their new camp on
] Clark’s Mountain where Mr. Tracy
'operates a portable sawmill.

Orders for
SAILS,

AWNINGS, TENTS,

FLAGS, BOAT COVERS, SPRAY

HOODS, ETC.,
PROMPTLY FILLED

We Carry a Full Lino of
AUTO TOPS, CURTAINS AND

YACHT SUPPLIES, CAMP

CUSHIONS RE-COVERED
OUTFITS A MARKET BASKETS

Security Trust Co.
Camden, Me.

Rockport Branch

C. W. LIVINGSTON

148 MAIN STREET

1

Deer do not seem to he very plen
tiful here this fall.
Partridge are
scarce too. but woodcock about hold
their own
John Dunn was In Union this
v/eek selling hulled corn.
Gladys Keating visited Hinckley
Corner school last week.
Francis Keating has resigned his
position at the Cement Plant, Thom
aston.
A veterinary and assistant were
here this week applying the tubercu
lin test to some of the cattle.

MISS DOROTHY CROCKETT
15 Limeroek St.
Rockland
Phone 1069

Tel. 661

It will soon he time to take
down your

AWNINGS
We Take Them Down,
Store Them, Insure Them,
and Hang Them Again
In the Spring
Cheaper Than You Can
Do It Yourself

CROCKETTS GARAGE
Service All Makes

Call or Write
JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.

Guaranteed

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.

ROCKPORT, ME.

12 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND

Friends noted with pleasure the
account of the Halloween entertain
ment at Benner Hill school taught
by Miss Madeline Rogers, who was
formerly a teacher here.
Mrs. Margaret Montgomery and
children visited Mrs. Clyde Robin
son In Rockland recently.
IMrs. Riley Davis of Pleasant Point
Is in a Portland hospital for surgi
cal treatment. Mrs. Davis is a sla
ter to Mrs. Lester Lufkin of this
place.
Herman Latoa and Andrew Olson
have employment In Rockland.
G. O. Dolliver Is enjoying a vaca
tion from his duties at the Snow.
Hudson garage. Rockland. He will
visit In Beverly, Mass., and New
Y ork.
IMr. and Mrs. Ralph Choate, Mrs.
Amanda Choate and Capt. E. W.
Freeman and family of Rockland
were entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
E. W. Larrabee at their cottage Sun
day.

GLENCOVE
Mrs. Castonaway and Mrs. Cody
and daughter Mamie of Camden vis
ited Mrs. Alton Wlncapaw Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Wlncapaw vis
ited Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wlncapaw
TWnday.
Mrs. Helen Hall and Mrs. H. C.
Small spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Creighton in South
Union.

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Lucy Quinn is visiting her
son George L. Quinn in Rockland for
a few days.
Miss Addle Carver is passing a few
days In Camden with relatives.
Mrs.
Hanson T. Crockgtt and
daughter
Dorothy
left Thursday
right for Boston on business. They
will also visit relatives In Lynn and

I

Groceries, Provisions,
Confectionery
CIGARS, TOBACCO
TEXACO GASOLINE
OILS AND GREASES

103 Camden St.

Rockland

“MAINE LOBSTERS ARE BETTER”
RACK14FF & WITHAM
DEALERS IN ALIVE LOBSTERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ATLANTIC WHARF
TELEPHONE 702
OPP. STANDARD OIL CO.

WE CATER ESPECIALLY TO TOURISTS

Extra Large Straw Flowers

M. E. WEBBER

$1.00 per hundred

Strictly Fresh Fish Only
Cor. Water

A

Ocean Sts. Rockland

Tolephono 276-W

PEONIES
Pink, White and Red; $1.00 each.

C. M. THOMAS
8 SPRUCE ST.

ROCKLAND

CHECK UP YOUR TIRES
For Fall and Winter Service
USED TIRES, REBUILT TIRES AND SECONDS
Good As Now With Milos of Wear—Marvelous Low Prices

KNOX RUBBER FUSING CO.
15 WASHINGTON STREET

NORTH CUSHING

Cows in town were given the tu
berculin test recently by Dr. H. L.
Stevens of Rockland.
We hear of
no reactorB.

ROCKLAND, ME.

S. B. GREY

East Friendship were sorry to hear
of her recent Illness. The Kcppalas
formerly resided here on the farm
Telephones
were- removed
last now owned by Mr. Kaura.
week from thk vacant houses of
Merry. Knights and Slader, and Mrs.
Harold Young, Mr. and Mrs. Hib
Hattie Burton.
bard Young and Mr. and Mrs. Irving

poem "The First Thanksgiving” will
be given by Mrs. Ethel Grllfin, presi
dent of the club, and Mrs. Clara
Light will have a paper oh “The Pil
grim Mothers."
Roy Luce has a fine radio outfit
bought of Ronald Messer.
Mrs. Ella Percy ol) Appleton vis
ited friends here Wednesday.
Edward Ames of Appleton visited
his aunts Mrs. Lulu Ufford and
Mrs. Bertha Bryant Monday.

Reading, Mass.

MANUFACTURER

The Latest Methods for Every
thing That Milady Desires
Expert Attendsnts

Phone 685

UNION

SAIL AND AWNING

Several hunters from the village
have been In this vicinity the past
few days looking for deer.

TELEPHONE 359

CLARK ISLAND

A. P. LORD

THE ROSEWAY
BEAUTY SHOPPE

Manufacturer of

616 Main Street

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
TEL. CAMDEN 152-3

C. M. Spear Is delivering wood at
the village and ut W. 1; Swift’s.

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

ABRAM W. NYE

/ACME OF PURENESS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.

GENERAL REPAIR WORK
'Mr Pierce who recently bought the
Sidellnger place Is busy shingling
the buildings. Will Mank Is helping
him.

A REAL LUNCH FOR A NICKEL

Painting, Repairing and Building
of Wheel Work

MANUFACTURERS OF BEVERAGES

AGENT FOR HARVEY B0LTLES8 SPRING—GUARANTEED

5 Cents-—JITNEY BAR—5 Cents

Auto Truck Bodies and
Carnages

GRANITE ROCK BOTTLING WORKS

EAST WARREN

JfapMmdy/iandty!

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
STANLEY E. KALLOCH, Manager

MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

TAKE’EM DOWN

and

1924 Chevrolet Touring ............................................... $175.00
1920 Dort Touring ...........
50.00
1924 Apperson Four Door Sedan .............................. 450.00
1923 Dort Coupe .......................................................... 175.00
1921 Franklin Sedan .................................................. 400.00
1922 Ford Touring ........................................................
50.00
1923 Ford Coupe ............................................................ 100.00
1925 Ford Coupe ............................................................ 250.00
1923 Ford Sedan ............................................................ 100.00
1922 Buick Touring ................................................... 150.00
1921 Overland Touring—Special .............................
50.00
1921 Nash Coupe ......................................................... 300.00
1926 Ford Ton Truck—Good Condition .................. 350.00

The rug and carpet cleaning de
partment of Peoples’ Lautjdrj
has had a splendid business this
fall. The work is promptly done
and the rugs and carpets look ex
actly like new.

We are prepared to install

WINDSHIELD

FINE USED CAR BARGAINS

Faies motored to Portland Tuesday.

ROCKLAND. ME.

Fifty concerts In three States and
Canada were given during the past
summer by the high-sehool band of
Mudison, S. Dak., composed of 45
members.
The band traveled more
than 2,000 miles In specially designed
motor busses which contained facil
ities for eating and sleeping enroute.

Old Enough to Retire
Clarions Grow Old In Service

Established 1839

Many Clarion stoves, ranges
and furnaces have seen con*
stant service for more ?han
fifty years.
Clarion Ranges and Heaters
have been handed down
through two and sometimes
three generations—and many
are still giving excellent service.
Usually a family buys one
range in a lifetime when a
Clarion is selected.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine

Friends o< Miss Elsie Seppala of VEAZIE HARDWARE CO, Rockland

A. T. NORWOOD,

Wgitwi
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THOMASTON

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lamb and O.
Clarence Benner has gone to Lynn
Fred Porter were weekend guests of
for the winter.
Earl Cogan, who has employment ' Mrs. Lamb's brother Lawrence Ers
with the Central Maine Power Co., kine in Etna.
The Friends-dn-Council will meet
has been at work in Bucksport this
next Tuesday with Mrs. Agnes
week.
Knowlton.
Rev. H. S. Kilborn is driving a new
The regular meeting of Maiden
Essex sedan.
Cliff Rebekah lodge will be held Nov.
Mrs. Blanchard Orne and Mrs. Red- 23, and there will be work on several
We are showing a splendid line of all types with
ington Robbins went to New London, candidates.
Conn., Thursday to spend a few days
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Barker have
a Bridge Lamp Special. Beautiful New Pigskin
with their husbands aboard the Van returned from a short stay in
Brighton. 'Mass.
derbilt yacht Ara.
The regular meeting of Seaside
There will be a special meeting for
Shades, Handsomely Decorated
inspection of the Relief Corps Mon Chapter, O. E. S.. will be held Mon
day
evening,
the
supper
at
6.30
being
day evening at the home of Mrs. Adfollowed by Initiation.
BRIDGE
Brighten
die Guild, Elm street.
INov. 24 there will be a Thanksgiv
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hahn and ing Day (ball in the opera house.
LAMPS
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Petrie and child
the Corner
Mrs. Ludie Wheeler entertained the
Th* Naw
have returned from Boston where Philathea Class Friday evening.
Shades
the child received treatment at a
There will be an afternoon meeting
with our
hospital.
of the Farm Bureau Friday, Nov. 18.
Polychroms
The supper and program of the at the home of IMrs. Joel Fernald.
Bass
''Baptist ladles' circle Wednesday eve The subject will be Christmas sug
new
ning had larger attendance than gestions.
usual.
Both supper and program
Mrs. Fred Porter has returned from
LAMPS
gave good satisfaction. The house Lisbon where she was called by the
keepers were Mrs. J. E. Creighton, critical illness of her mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Louise Brown, Mrs. Ralph Ayers Peter Gamache.
and Miss Christine Moore.
The regular meeting of Meguntl
A large elm' itree on the Knox cook Grange will be held next Wed
place has been cut down. It was four nesday evening with work in the 3d
feet across the stump, tall and with and 4th degrees following the supper
spreading top. It was one of the at 6.30. -Tranquility Grange of Lin
colnville will be guests.
oldest trees in town.
Mrs. E. M. Holman will entertain
The factory on the Knox lot is be
SPINNET DESKS
ing built as fast as weather and the th" ladies of the Baptist society next
supply of lumber will permit. A Wednesday.
The regular meeting of the Knox
Mahogany and Walnut
foundation of cement piers is being
put in east of the mill which was Temple, Pythian Sisters, will be held
Graceful,
Useful,
Beautiful
purchased of the Atlantic Coast Co. Tuesday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
H.
Barker
have
The small house has been moved
some distance to the eastward of its moved into the Gushee rent over
Bishop’s store at Millville.
pldl site. Bad weather has delayed
Arey-Heal Post. American Legion,
the construction work.
will meet at their rooms in the HodgMrs. (Dr.) Boyer of Waterville is
man block Nov. 17 at 7.30 o'clock.
with her aunt. Miss Aroline Bunker.
CEDAR CHESTS
Mrs. Grace iHiggins has returned
Funeral services ot' Emma Seavey, from a visit in Bangor and Boston
The
Ideal
Christmas Gift of Gifts—Cedar
wife of Edward Seavey, who died Nov. and resumed her duties at the Com
FREE
CASH OR
8, were held Friday afternoon at her munity Hofljital.
Chests—in Cedar or Walnut—All Types and
late residence on -Hyler street, Rev. J.
DELIVERY
EASY TERMS
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davis and
Prices
L. Pinkerton of the Methodist Church Miss Alice Dhby of Waterville are
officiating. The bearers were Al- spending th* weekend in Cambridge.
pheus Jones. Holtte Harrington, Hiram iMasa., guests of Eugene Davis, a stu
Libby and Horace Vose. There was dent at Oxford College. They made
a large attendance. Besides the hus the trip in the Davis car.
band, Mrs. Seavey is survived by a
Mrs. T. Jenness French will enter
daughter, Mrs. Percy Hupper of Port tain the Monday Club next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thomas and
Clyde.
She was the daughter of
LOUIS MARCUS, Prop.
Farnham and Harriet (Thompson) Mr. and Mrs. William G. Stover
Stone of Cushing. Her birthplace have returned from a gunning trip
Rockland, Maine
Phone 980
313.319 Main Street
was Monhegan Island. She had lived ut Andover.
Armistice Day was Observed very
in Thomaston 41 years. As a house
wife she was busily occupied with quietly. A dance was held in Cleve
family cares.
Sickness was no land hall In the evening under the
stranger in her home. Its demands auspices of the Golden Cross and the
Hardesty Peerless is an ideal flour
CLARRY HILL
upon her time and strength were met Ladles of the G. A. R .
for all kinds of cooking and baking,
There
will
be
a
meting
of
the
Past
with a willing and faithful spirit.
—adv.
124-S-tf
Noble Grand Association at Odd Fel
Mrs. Marion Smith saw two large
She will be missed in the home.
lows hall. Rockland next Wednesday
cow moose last Saturday at Which I
afternoon. Picnic supper. The home
her horse became frightened, and
WARREN
members ar* to furnish hearty food
came near running away. What a
and visitors the sweet food.
All
there isn't a bounty on them
After Long Suffering by Tak pity
James Farrar who has spent the members invited.
instead of a law to protect them.
ing Lydia E. Pinkham’s
summer at his farm in Razorville has
Frank Jameson is spending!a few;
returned to 'Warren for the winter.
Vegetable Compound
weeks at Isle au Haut, the gt$est of!
ROCKPORT
"Stumbling Blocks" Is the topic
Services at the Methodist Church
In a little town of the Middle West, friends.
from which Rev. H. M. Purrlngton
Henry Cunningham of Jefferson
Sunday will be in commemoration of
was a discouraged woman. For four
will speak next Sunday morning at
Armistice Hay—the great peace day
months she had was a business, caller here recently. I
the Baptist Church. In the evening
Leon Ross who has been working
been in s u e h
of foar generations. The morning
the subject will be “The Unknown
poor health that in Portland, is visiting his parents,
topic will be "And So Making Peace"
Soldier.”
There will be special
shp could not Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Ross.
In the evening: "Thinkers or Stabmusic, led by Fred V. Overlock.
stoop to put on
bers.” Do we act by reason or shoot
John Ward and family of Roekland
Miss Harriet Hahn, who returned
her own shoes. visited Mr. and Mrs. _Frfderick
first and think afterward?
Keen baby vitamin*
last week from her stay at Knox
Unable
to
do
her
Miss Mildred Robinson who is
Walker Bunday.
•
Hospital, is gaining daily. Mrs.
work,
unable
to
having
a
vacation
from
the
nourished. A wonder
Earl Miller who is working In
itVillurd Hall has been caring for her.
go out of doors or South Whrren spent Sunday at his
office of the Knox Woolen Co., Cam
The Pythian Sisters hold a public
enjoy
a
friendly
den, was the guest of Mrs. Helen
; ful food-tonic, rich in
dinner Nov. 16 followed by a sale in
chat with her home here.
Knowlton in Rockland Thursday.
H.
L.
Tibbetts
of
Union
visited
cod-liver oil vitamins,
the afternoon.
neighbors, life
Mrs. Cora Whitney who has been
TV. E. Moore and crew have been visiting her daughter Mrs. Lillian
seemed dark relatives here recently.
for a young child—
Mrs. Augusta Mank of Mank's Cor
______ Indeed to Mrs.
doing some work at the I. O. O. F. Miilman in Bath left Thursday for
ner was the guest of her niece, Mrs.
Daugherty.
hall.
New York City where she will spend
Then one day, a booklet was left Grace Feyler, Tuesday.
Interesting Occasion
tlie winter.
Winifred Whitney had the misfor
at her front door. Idly sho turned
Carlton Porter has recently pur
Malcolm Corner School, fourth
the pages. Soon she was reading tune to fall on the kitchen floor last
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J,
-Li
grade, held a speaking contest Tues chased the C. W. Robarts house on
with quickened Interest. The little week. . Fortunately no bones were
Amesbury Hill which he will occupy
day afternoon as follows:
booklet was filled with letters from broken but she received a severe
Landing of tlie Pilgrom Fathers. Alice Clancy in the near future.
women in conditions similar to hers shaking up.
Pockets .................................. Robe’t Robinson
Everett E. F. Libby has been hav
SHIP YOUR
who had found better health by tak
Chester Harrington of Rockland
Polly’s Goat ...................... Katherine Starrett ing a vacation this week from his
ing Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable spent a few days here recently, the
Wishing .............................. Leonard Sldelinger
Compound.
The Telephone ........................ Madeline Curtis duties .with the Rockland-Rockport
guest of relatives.
A Child’s Thought of the Flag, Eugene Tolman Lime Co.
"I began taking the Vegetable
Henry Millay of Kingman was a
The Tour of a Stnile .......... Christine Starrett
Live and Dressed
J. Carlton Davis has had a tele
Compound.
”
Mrs.
Daugherty
writes,
Suppose .................................. Jennie Lanrptnen
recent visitor in town, his first visit
phone
installed
in
his
residence
on
“
and
after
I
took
the
third
bottle,
I
TO
Seein’ Things .............................. Harlan Spear
for
27
years.
found relief. I am on my eleventh
The Village Blacksmith ........ Grace Clancy Union street, 163-5.
Avery Sidelinger is working for
Miss Gladys Tubbs of Deering i9
bottle and 1 don’t have that trouble
The judges chose Christine -StarAlma LaMont laying floors, build
rett and Harlan Spear to speak at the the guest of Miss Clara Walker for any more, and feel like a different
woman. I recommend the Vege ing cupboards and making other
hall, Nov. 18. There were 40 visitors, a few days.
Mrs. Joseph Thurston has returned table Compound to everyone I see needed repairs on her bouse.
parents and friends present, of whom
W. J. Smith has his year's stock
Katherine Starrett had invited more from Boston where she has been the who has trouble like mine. I am
willing to answer any letters from of firewood cut which he plans to
than any other pupil. Remarks were guest of her granddaughter, Mrs.
women asking about the Vegetable haul out on the first fall of sn«w.
Commission Merchants
made by Mrs. Ralph Wentworth, Bernice Lovejoy.
The supper served at the Methodist Compound.”—Mas. En. Daugherty, Nothing like having things done oq
Rev. and Mrs. C. D. Paul and Rev.
1308 Orchard Ave.. Muscatine. Iowa. time.
47-53 North Market Street
and Mrs. IH. M. Purrington. These vestry Wednesday evening by the
37-42 Merchants Row
I>r. French of Rockland was a
exercises were preceded by four Johnson society was well patronized
BOSTON. MASS.
reading classes and a spelling match. and the menu was greatly enjoyed. Waterville and Chester Richardson business caller here Ikst Monday.
ONE OF THE OLDE8T
Jennne iLampinen won in the fourth There w-as a rummage sale in the from Portland to spend the holiday
The No. 1 fir laths for lobster traps
ESTABLISHED COMMISSION
grade and Samuel Curtis and Jasper afternoon and the proceeds from and weekend at the home of Mrs.
have arrived at the TV. H. Glov*r Co.,
HOUSES IN BOSTON
Spear were tied winners in the third both amounted to about $50. The Minnie Crozier.
rummage sale was held for the pur
Rockland.—adv.
PROMPT RETURNS
grade.
Mrs.
Fritz
Sjogren
of
Norwell,
pose of raising money for the piano
• • • •
Weekly
Market Reporta
Mass.,
who
was
recently
operated
and the proceeds of the supper will
Sheldon's famous Rexall On* Cent
Education Week
Mailed Upon Request
go towards buying fuel for the upon at the Knox Hospital, Rockland Sale comes next Thursday Friday,
The past week known as annual church. Mrs Leola Mann, president is recovering at the home of her par Saturday, Nov. 17, 18. 1#. Don't mkts
Education Week, hae been simply, of the society and her efficient work ents, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith, on it.—adv.
136-138
but very successfully observed at the ers are to be congratulated for the Sea street.
NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
At
the
Baptist
Church
Sunday
High School. The practice of having success of the occasion.
Themselves of This Service For
R**S
what
*
wall
know*
traoaMag
morning
Rev.
J.
L.
Wilson
will
take
special programs was discontinued
'Mrs. Ellen Shibles is the guest of
This Service Is To Meet Any
salwawn of Bangor. Mt. aays about
this year, and the usual school work Mrs. Cora Mank in Union this week far his subject "Keeping the Home
Financial Need
Fires
Burning."
Evening
service
at
carried on in order that visiters
Frank P. Libby of Camden was the
7
o
’
clock,
subject
"History
’
s
Focus."
might have the opportunity of seeing guest of his son Everett E. F. Libby
Church Bible School at the noon
just what the students are doing.
and family Wednesday.
However, the school has been fav
Elmo Crozier was at home from hour.
ored with short addresses by visit
ing speakers and Wednesday morn
ing there was an impressive flag
Bailor. Mo.. May 29. 1927.
raising ceremony. The building has
Gentlemen: For ttvoral yoarx I kava
long been without a flag, so Gram
keen troubled with Rkounathm. Some **a
mar and High School pupils all con
recommended Buataa's Specific ta ma tad
I kava taken six battles. I haven't fait
tributed, and now a beautiful new
a touck of my old trouklo ainco, and faal
banner flys from the staff. In ob
rkat I eaa i raoemmead yaur SettlAe Mfy
servance of its raising, the students
highly.
Yean truly.
repeated the American’s Creed and
T. H. JOHNSON,
the Pledge of Allegiance. The pupils
240 Maia SL
also had the privilege of listening to
Let ut taad you a booklet
Football
will
ba
the
big
feature
bf
tomor*
a very Inspiring address on “Courtesy
Real Estate
Personal Property
row’s Telegram with Yale vs. Princeton, Notre
and Dependability,” by Su-pt. F. D.
Leans Privately
Dame
vs.
Army
and
Dartmouth
vs.
Cornell
Howe.
.
Abbot Vi Mats, RHIm
2—Offlose—2
Thursday morning Mrs. Ralph
occupying the spotlight. Full account* of theta
Tho Specific it oo salt at all loading
Office
Houres
9 A. M. te 5.30 P. M
'drug
ttOroo.
1368-tf
Wentworth spoke very Interestingly
and the many other scheduled garnet will be
Lawful Rate ef Interest
on “Qbedieuce,’’ and brought a kind J

LAMPS

$3.75

Ideal Christmas Gifts
$18.00

8

Stonington Furniture Co.

THIS WOMAN
FOUNDJELIEF

PREVENT

Scott's Emulsion

VEAL, PIGS

POULTRY

N.

& Co.

E.

BUXTON’S
RHEUMATIC
SPECIFIC

Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.

message from the school board. The ■
perfect unity between the board and
students is very gratifying.
Mrs. Willis Vinal furthered the Ed
ucational Week project by introduc
ing many national songs into the
music period. A number of parents
and friends have visited school dur
ing the week, and their interest is
greatly appreciated.

Farms, City Homes,
Cottages, House and
Cottage Lots, General
Real Estate.

featured in The Telegram'* big sporting sec
tion tomorrow.
With a complete double-wire Associated
Press service, The Telegram receives 80,000
words of State, National and International
news every week, assuring adequate coverage
of every event of local or world importance.

The usual interesting features, an abundance
of news from all parts of Maine and scores of
picture* will help to complete tomorrow’*

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate
CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES

MMie.
Be »ure to have a copy delivered to your
home. Make arrangement* with your local
newsdealer today.

EARLE LUDWICK

^xrrllanb Wiuibay dtlegram

38 Chestnut St. Rockland
Telephone 723-M

and

Sunday Press Herald

14-8-tf

ACCOUNTS DUE

All accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture store
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
old store.

V. F. STUDLEY CO,
Telephone 1080

Rockland
120-tf

miiiiBiE«

Every-Other-Day
Probate Notices

MATINICUS ROCK

I

Hello, everybody ! Here we are,
after the storm, with thankful hearts
and contented minds, extending to
tho** in the flooded area our sympa
thy.
|
November days are here. No leaves
falling for us to walk about in, but
ice has made In the ponds or puddles
of water and the air is quite chilly. |
Th* Sea Coast Mission boat came
out Oct. 31. Rev. O. Guptlll visited
the station and had as passengers
from here to Rockland. Mrs. A. J.'
Beal, >p’«. A. B. Beal and Miss Mary
S. Peabody.
I
Do we radio since the change of
wave lengths? Yes, and when the
sun sinks in the west and evening
shadows fall, we sometimes wish the
ones who made the change were here
to listen to the squeals, whistles and
what not that comes through to us.
We realize this wave length business
is a hard proposition, and we also
realize to our sorrow for the present
it is a mess as We get it.
Mrs. A. J. Beal, Mrs. A. B. Beal
and Miss Mary 8. Peabody returned
heme last Tuesday from a visit with
relatives and friends in Rockland.
Mrs. A. B. Beal and Miss Peabody
returned as far as Matinicus Satur
day, but owing to the recent storm
were unable to continue to the Rock.
Seas around here were running high
and wide about that time, and it
made no difference if one came here
in an ocean liner—there was nq,
chance to land until Tuesday, nut
here where we see seas.

Used
Cars

. STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested in either of the
estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, In
and for the County of Knox, on the 18th day
of October in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-aeveft and
by adjournment from day to day from the
18th day of said October.
The following
matters having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter indicated it Is hereby
Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all persons
Interested, by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks aucctealvely In
New tires
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland in said County, that they may
appear at a ITobate Court to be held at said
Roekland on the 15th day of November A. D.
1927 at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon if they see cause.
ALVIN BARNARD late of Union, deceased.
Will and Petition for Probate thereof asking
that Letters Testamentary be issued to Ethel
S. Cummings of Union, he being the Executor
named therein without bond.
G. H. BLETHEN late of Rockland, de
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that Letters Testamentary be Issued
to Marietta R. Blethen of Rockland, she being
the Executrix named therein without bond.
WILLIAM H. BUTLER late of Warren, de
ceased. Will and Pethion for Probate thereof
asking that Letters Testamentary be issued
to Lucie Jeanne Butler of Warren, She being
the Executrix named therein without bond.
EDGAR BARTER late of Rockland, de
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that Letters Testamentary be Issued
to Lizzie W. Barter of Rockland, she being
the Executrix named in said will without
bond.
SUSAN AMELIA BUTLER late of Warren,
deceased, Will and Codicil and Petition for
Probate thereof asking that Letters Testa
mentary be Issued to William H. Butler of
Warren, he being the Executor named therein
632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
without bond.
Willys-Knight and Whippet
JOHN M. SPEAR late of Warren, deceased.
Wtll and Petition for Probate thereof asking
Sales and Service
hat the said will may be proved and allowed
134-136
and to determine that the omission by thg
testator of mentioning any of his children
therein was intentional and not occasioned by
mistake, and that Letters Testamentary Issue
to Alice S. Spear of Warren, she being the
FOR SALE—Hurry, if you want a bushel
Executrix named therein.
LOST—Black and tan hound, answers to of spletidid turnips for $1 delivered. L. R.
LOTTIE H. CARVER late of Vinalhaven,
BREWSTER, R. F. D., 74 Roekland St.
name
of
Pete.
Notify
PETER
EDWARDS.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
136 138 _______________________________ 136*138
hefeof asking that Letters Testamentary be 271 Limerock St. Tel. 806-J.
FOR SALE—1926 Four Door Sedan Ford In
issued to Ola Estelle Ames of Vinalhaven,
IT—About
Oct. 23 a black moire silk
LOST
J
she being the Executrix named therein without Lag containing two pins. Return to ERNEST new-car shape, run only 4,Out) miles. Price
bond.
DAV(8 at Fu Her -Cobb-Dav Is.
135-137 |3(MI for quick sale. L. W. BENNFR, real
estate agent, 2 North Main St. Tel. 233-J.
BARBARA H GOVE, late of Owl’a Head,
LOST—Not. 1 lady's black hand bag con
136J38
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate thereof taining money and email pocketbook, between ____________
asking that Letters Testamentary be issued my home on Meadow road, Thomaston ___
and( FOR SALE—World famous Finnish ski,
to Grace L. Kirk and Albert B. Gove the Warren.
JACK
class make. Finnish made hunting knives.
Liberal reward.
MRS.
Executors named therein without bond.
Ask prlee list. MM1L RIVERS, 342 Park St..
MAKI. 4 Meadow road. Thomaaton, Me
136*(44
133*136 Rockland, Me.
CHLOE CROWELL KELLEY late of Cam
bridge. Mass., deceased, authenticated copy
plate
NOTKJE-*-Notice is hereby given of the
of tlie Will and Petition for Probate thereof, lots of deposit book numbered 22831 and the glass 6-foot cases. Price right. Apply LEW
together with a Petition for Probate of For owner of said book asks for duplicate In ac ISTON BUICK CO.. 51 I'ark St. Tel. 238.
eign Will asking that the'copy of said will cordance with the provision of the State
136-138
may be allowed, filed and recorded In the Ur. ROCKLAND 8AVINGH BANK, Rock
ses, oak
Probate Court of Knox County and that land, Maine.
By Sidney H. Pierce, Ass’t china closet. Price right. Apply HUSTOiNLetters Testamentary be issued to Stillman Trees. Nov. 5. 1927.
133*8-139 TUTTLE CO.
134-136
F. Kelley and Edmund S. Kelley both of Cam
NOTICE—Notice is hereby* given of the loss
bridge, Mass., they being the Executors
FOR SALE;—Six sboats; also winter eqbof deposit book numbered 23183 and the owner hage. lc per lb. JOHN KELWLFNEN, R F. D.
named therein Without bond.
133*137
LENORA T. RICE late of Boston. Maas., of said book asks for duplicate in accord 1. Box 102, Warrsn, Me.
deceased, authenticated copy of the Will and ance withxthe provision of the State Law.
FOR SALE—Buick sedan, 1927, In fine edn-t
Rockland.
Petition for Probate thereof, together with a ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK,
dltlon, low mileage, three new tires, price*
Petition for Probate of Foreign Will asking Maine. By Sidney H. Pierce, Asst’t Treas. right. TEL. 386-2.
135-tf
130*8-136
chat the copy of said will may be allowed, Oct. », 1927.
FOR SALE—Thirty-five White Plymouth
filed and recorded In the Probate Court of
FOUND—Black umbrella at PULLER
Knox County and that Letters Testamentary COBB DAVIS.
134 136 Rock Pullets. AMOS NORTON. South Thom
aston.
133*137
be Issued to Edward E. Rice of Framingham
Center, Mass., he being the executor named
FOR SALE OR TO RENT—At 43 Glen St.
herein without bond.
six room house with shed and garage con
ESTATE OF MILTON F. ELWELL. late of
IDA L. BURNS, Glencove.
Tel.
WANTED- At once cones from the hem nected.
Lockland, deceased, petition for administra
910-W,
__________________________ 133’|37
tion asking that F.ank B. Miller of Rock lock or juniper tree. Sample and price on
FOR SALE—Violin, case and music roll.
land or some other suitable person be ap request. CRIB’S GIFT SHOP, Rockland.
133*136
136*13® (’ALL 93 M.
pointed Admr. with bond.
FOR SALE—1926 Essex Coach. Excellent
WANTED—Work in Rockland, experienced
ESTATE OF JAMES A. GILCHREST. lata
9t. George or some other suitable person be In either housework, waitress or store. MIL condition. A bargain at $430 cash. A. L.
134*136
•ration asking that Emma W. Gilchrest of DRED X. BOULTER, 202 Mechanic 8t.. Weat- GARDNER, 10 Lisle St., City.
St. Geo ge or some other suitable person to brook, Me.__________________________
FOR SALE—Genuine German police pups,
appointed Admx. without bond.
WANTED-—Handwork of any kWid. kn Itting. pedigreed stock, 3 months old.
EDWAB"
134*139
FRED 8. RHODES, late of Rockland, de sewing or crocheting, Infant’s work, dresses MURPHY. 101 Tillson Ave., City.
ceased, will and petition for probate thereof, hemmed, coats relined, etc. Address MISS
FOR SALE—Single-action Army Colt. :!8-4#
taking that Letters Testamentary be issued KATHERINE COLSON, High St., Thomaston, CaL Practically new, 225.00. Would trade
135*137
o Charlotte C. Rhodes of Rockland, she being Me. Tel. IW-3.
for Colt automatic.
LINWOOD MOODY!,
lie Executrix named in said will without
134*136
WANTED
—
One or two children to board. I'ulon. Me.
mnd.
Flaase write BOX 13 Camden, Me.
434 136
FOR SALE—No. 16 Modem Glenwood par
EDWARD L. FERGUSON late of Cushing,
WANTED—Housekeeper (working)
with lor stove, used one season. C. A. EMERY.
lccessed. Pethion for Administration asking
that Floyd R. Ferguson of Cushing or some references to do the work of a 17 room house. 2* Pacific St, Tel. 518-M or 436-M. 134-tf
□the- suitab’e person be appointed Admr Occupied by Harvard students, $35.00 per
FOR SALE—Six rabbit hounds, best of
month, room and board.
Fare paid from
without bond.
stock running: 7 fox terrier pups, beauties.
Maine after two months satisfactory service.
MARK E. FLANDERS late of Rockland, A good place for the right person.
MRS. DR. SHERMAN, Rocklsnd. Me. Tel. 598-W.
134
deceased, Petition for Administration asking GROVES, 48 Brattle St., Cambridge, Maas.
that Mervyn E. Flanders of Rockland or some
184*139
FOR SALE—1921 Ford tuttring car, fair
»ther suitable person be appointed Admr.
WANTED—Girl for kitchen work.
MRS. condition, reasonable price. JAMES VINER,
without bond.
134*136
MARY BURKETT, 75 Broad St. Tel. 669-M. Reeehwoods road. Thomaston.
HOWARD B WALTZ late of Rockland, deFOR SALE—One registered Oxford-down
129-tf
•eased, Petition for Administration asking
buck. R.ALl’H W. CRIPPS, Camden, Me.
hat Frederick U. Waltz of Rockland or some
134*139
other suitable person be appointed Admr.
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood, 214; clefted
without bond.
wood, 219: junks, 212. M. LOFMAN, Rock
CHARLES H. MAVK late of Cushing, de
TO LET—Four large roms, suno parlor and
eded Petition for Administration asking bath, electric lights, gas, hot water and ville. Me. Tel. 263-11. Call between 5 and 7
131*13^
hat Gilford B. Butler of South Thomaston heaffr. Apply EIDITH BICKNELL. 12 Knox evenings.
or some other suitable person be appointed St. Tel 578 -W.
FOR SALE—Farm 75 acres known as tha
136-tf
\dm •. with bond.
Lovejoy farm on tlie Hosmer pond road. 2(4
TO
LET—4Blx
room tenement,
corner
ESTATE OF ELMER S. BIRD late of Rock- Holmes and (State Sts. Inquire H. H. STOVER miles from Camden, nice poultry farm or
truck farming; large two story bouse and out
and, deceased. Petition for Distribution filed A OO., 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
136-138 buildings, in nice condition: nice well of
by Adrlel V. Bird one of the Executors.
TO LET—Two furnished rooms with elec water; plenty of wood and pasture; tho
ESTATE OF JAMES W. THOMPSON late
tric lights and gas, suitable fdr light house largest elm tree in the county stands dlof Rockland, deceased, Petition for Allowance
HASKELL A
keeping. POUSE, 7 Willow St.
136*138 -ectly hack of the house.
filed by Susie M. Thompson of Rockland,
CORTHELL, Camden. Tel. 238-11.
125-tf
widow of said deceased and Admx.
TO LET—Large front room, partly fur
FOR SALE—Ten acre field, one half mile
ESTATE OF CHARLES G. KIFF late of nished. Inquire at 8 FULTON ST., City.
134-136 from Rockport village; cuts it) tons of hay;
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Confirmation
large bam and garage, nearly new. Wood
»f Trustee filed by Gilford B. Butler Ext,
TO LET—Nicely furnished front room, cen and lumber lot for sale at Hosmer Poni, lot
ESTATE OF MELISSA YOUNG late of trally located. With or without board. In of big oak and pine and a lot of hard wood.
134*136 Some nice cottage lots on Oils land. HASK
Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition for License to quire 109 PARK ST.
sell Real Estate filed by Rodney A. Haskell
TO LET—Garage at 48 Pacific St. ANNIE ELL A CORTHELL. Ptione 258-14 Camden.
fit North Haven, Admr. asking that he may MULLEN.
134*136
be licensed to sell at pivate sale certain real
FOR SALE—Ready made poultry farm, two
?state belonging to said deceased situated in
hue Court.
DERICK WALTZ.
Tel. miles from Uockpurt village; Bve acres; nice
Vinalhaven and described in said petition.
133-tf house, ham and hen house; 50 liens, otto
ESTATE OF ELMIR 8. BIRD late of Rock B92-M.
cow, three tons of hay, farming tool*,
land, deceased, Petition to Determine Inherit
TO LET OR FOR SALE—Very desirable Jersey
nice kitchen range and telephone in the hottao.
ance tax filed by Adrlel U. Bird one of the modern home, partly furnished and newly Big trade. HASKELL A COItTURLL. Tel.
Exrs.
renovated, with garage and every modern con 238-11 Camden.
125-tf
ESTATE OF RALPH W. CARLETON late venience, suitable for one or two families. A
FOR SALE—(iood furnace wood is our spe
of Rockport, deceased, Petition to Determine moat desirable corner location for tea room
Inheritance tax filed by Frances C. Carte- or business opportunity, adjacent to schools? cialty, 214.00 delivered. RALPH P. CONANT
123-tf
hospital, and centrally located.
Inquire & SOX-________________
ton Exx.
EASTERN REAL ESTATE. 32 Union St..
FOR BALE—75 pair of ateei arch support*
ESTATE OF SANDS H. WITHERBPOON Rockland. Tel. 818._________________133-133
alntl'g.- to the 23.00 kind for 21.00. McLACf
late of North Haven, deceased, Petition to
td Lt/—Tenement over Kennedy’s store at SHOE STORE.
191-tf
Determine Inheritance tax filed by Fremont
the Brook, entrance from rear. Inquire P. L.
Beve.wge Exr.
FOR SALE- Place on west side of MaOlo
131-tf Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thomastdo,
ESTATE OF JENNIE SMITH late of North HAVENER. Tel. 792.
Haven, deceased, Petition to Determine In
TO LET—Store at If Tllleon Ave. Apply good State road, buddings In good repair, 21
lnnuive R. B.
heritance tax filed by Lottie H. Beverage and to GEORGE M. SIMMONS. Tel. 4-W. 131-tf acre! land, shore privilege,
HLLAIOKE, 85 Park St., Bockland.
Leforest A. Thurston two of the Extt.
____________________
llOOtf
Accounts filed for allowance In the follow
ing estates:
LADIES— Reliable stock of hair goods at
the
Rockland
Hair
Store.
236
Main
SL
Moll
EVERETT BEVERAGE, flrat, filed by Fre
TM TO F4KTCEN DOLLARS A DAY—. orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 131-tf
mont Beverage Administrator.
Her*'* yout chance Io malu plenty of n.oney
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, C0TTAGE8
SADIE S. HINCKLEY, first and final, filed hrfpte Chri*uuo. Our agents are actually
by Fred 8. Hinckley Admr.
malLnt thooe amounts aelling Lyons—water and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
den
spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
RUFUS C. SUMNER, first aad final, filed proof, nihborlea* product*—aprons and otiier
houmbold aecoaaUlea. Orer **% of calla us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Relby Fred 8. Hinckley Admr.
fast,
Maine.
131-tf /
ELMER 8. BIRD, second and final, filed by made develop into tales. You can make a*
Emma 8. Bird, Adriel V. Bird and William much or more. Write MR DCSDtOND. 1*4
FOR SALE—Eight room house at 129
Summer St.. Room >14, Boston.
106*14 Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and two
Shepherd Liimell Exrs.
YARNS—Of pur* wool worsted for hand barn*. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 43-M
SANDS H. WITHER8P00N. first and final,
knitting, alto rug yarns for hooked ruga. 90c
filed by Fremont Beverage Exr.
47*tf
4 oz. akeln. Order lent C. 0. D. Write for
JENNIE SMITH, first and final, filed by free lamplee today. Ask about wool blanket*.
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted glabo, |8; *y
Leforest A. Thurston and Lottie H. Beverage
'’I’'1’ a,"n it'tnber. T. J. CARROLL
WORSTED MILLS, Dept. 42 W.
two of the Exrs.
N. H.
10tt-Sat-147 Tel. —63 — 1 Bockland. P. O. Thomaston. 13|ttf
RALPH W. CARLETON, first and final, filed
Mill at West Warren
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
by Frances C. Carleton, Exx.
!oae Nov. 19.
135*137 you can buy copleo of Th* Courler-Oazette.
JAMES W. THOMPSON, first and final,
with
_
1!!* news- “ Howling'* Now*
K
COVERS—Finest,
high
grade,
filed by Susie M. Thompson Admx.
i’ □J1".Wool
An*u o*
i
medium weight waterproof truck covers, iruirr, 368 Weet 46th Rl
HERBERT MESERVEY, first and final, filed prompt delivery. Complete with groumetts.
by Henry E. McDonald Admr.
12c pet square foot. ROCKLAND AWNING
Witness, EDWARD K. GOULD, Enquire ,€O^.INC.
John
Richardson, Mgr. Tel.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox Countri
L
135*140
Rockland, Maine.
'WtJTICE—As I am not living with my wife,
Attest:—
Hattie Bernice Thomas, I refuse to pay any
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
bills transacted by her In my name, after
ROCKLAND, x
MAINE
date. LLOYD THOMAS, Warren. 134*136
Telephone 988-W
INISHlNi CARS by spray aystem, any

In Everybody’s Column
Lost and Found

1926 Overland 6 Coach

1926 Overland 6 Coupe

1925 Hupp Club Sedan
1926 Essex Coach 9

1923 Dodge Coupe

1925 Overland Touring
1925 Ford Sedan

1925 Chevrolet Roadster
1923 Overland Touring
1921 Ford Sedan

E. O. PHILBROOK&SON

For Sale

Wanted

To Let

Miscellaneous

Airs etOER

L W. McCartney

Plumbing and Heating

Notices of Appointment

I. Charles L. Veazle, Register of .Probate for
the County of Knox. In the State of Maine,
hereby certify that In the following estate*
the persona were appointed administrators Or
executors on the dates hereinafter indicated:
WILLIAM McLAIN late ef Appleton, de
ceased October 5, 1927, George W. McLain
of Liberty was appointed Exr. and qualified
by filing bond on the same date.
FRANCES A. JAMEKON late of Hockland,
deceased, October «. 1927, 1. A. Jameson of
Rockland waa appointed Admr. and qualified
by filing bond on Ihe aame date.
FANNY SEDOWTCK RACKEMANN late of
Milton. Massachusetts, deceased, October (,
1927, Charles «. Rarkemann of Milton, Mass,
was appointed Exr. without bond.
E. B.
MacAlllater of Bockland, Agent In Maine.
ALICE W. WARDWELL late of Rockland,
deceased, October IS, 1927, Alice W. Karl
of Rockland was appointed Adraa. without
bond.
FRANOIB D. >LADDOCK« 1st* of Owl'a
Head, deceased, October IS, 1927, T. Perry
Maddock* of Waterville wa* appointed Admr
without bond.
HENRY A. FITZGERALD late of Groat
Neck, N. Y.. deceased, October IS, 1927
Maurice Fieux of New YoNt City waa ap
pointed Exr. without bond. George P. Gould
of Portland, Agent kt Maine.
JAMBS HENRY STOVER late of Rockland
deceased, October 18, 1927, Ell* Medora
Stover of Rockland was appointed Exa. with-

S

•; storage.
J. A.
A SON. M
241-M
or STEVENS
13-M.
13«*132-tf
ad 84. Tol.-------NOTICE—We are again ready to take orders
foe finest quality mincemeat. $1.25 gal; 40c
pet qt In returnable Jars. RALPH P.
CONANT de SOW, South Hope. Tel. Rockland

^raided Rug Makers
Home work. Only experienced mak
ers who will furnish good work
promptly need apply. OLD SPARHAWK MILLS, So. Portland, Me.
. 132-149

ANNO E. ROBINSON late of Cushing, de
ceased, October 18, 19S7, Cora A. Jones ot
South Wains wa* appointed Exx. without
ELIZABETH MILLER late of Union, dece**«d, October 18, 1927, Walter E. Spring
of Valon was appointed Exr. without bond. .
CHARLES «. KITTREDGE lata of VlnslhoMb. deceaaad, October
1927. Annie R.
Kmrottg* of Vinalhaven was appointed Exx.
without bond.
wflsLlAM S. BARRETT late of Rockport,
deceatfvdy October 19, 1927, Charlotte C.
DHHngham of Rockport • was appointed Exx.
without bond.
Attest :—

It.

1M-8-13* CHARLES L, VEAZIE, Register.

142-every Sat-tf

SNOW’S OIL STATION
COR. MAIN AND WINTER STS.

$1.00 for Alcohol

$2.50 for Novap
Now is the time to get your
CHAINS

SNOW-HUDSON CO. Inc.
710 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

sSkp LIVE POULTRY

,

For the quickest and most efficient ’
service and best results. TRY
Reference Federal National Bank.
Quotations and tajjs on request.

W. F. WYMAN
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt.

A CO.

Boston, Maia,

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 12, 1027.
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Bowdrtln students home for the
holiday include Donald Merriam,
Herbert Prescott and Norman Wald
ron who has his classmate Manning
Hawthorne as his guest.

Mrs. J. A. Burpee as chairman of
fie Ice cream committee of the Univefsalist Fair gave a pleasing din
ner party at her home Wednesday,
with twenty guests present. The
In addttlosal te tcrsoDt] notes feroMInf de
table was effectively decorated with
partures and arrlrala, this departacot espe
cially destrea Infwmotlon of social happen
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Maxey and red berries and red candles. Cards
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by daughters Dorothy and Barbara of occupied the afternoon with a sou
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
Portland are weekend guests of Mr. venir for each guest.
SATURDAY
TELEPHONE .................. i....... A'.,i. 770
and Mrs. Charles A. Rose.
A Vibrant Story of the
Miss Helen Fuller entertains the
Tlie Wawenock Club will meet
The Outing Club had dinner Wed Bean Club at her home on Talbot
West !
Monday evening with Mrs. Evelyn nesday at McConchle’s, South Thom- avenue this evening.
Snow, Mechanic street.
■
aston.
Miss Charlotte Buffum gave a de
Mrs. Beulah Tlrrell is confined to
IMrs. A. B. Crockett and Mrs. J. lightful luncheon and sewing party
her home on Summer street *t>y an A. Burpee entertained the Tuesday ot her home on Grove street Thurs
unfortunate accident, caused by Auction Cltib with luncheon nt the day afternoon to meet Mrs. David H.
shutting her foot In the anti) door. Thorndike ‘Hotel followed 'by cards Buffum of Danzig, who is making a
At (Mrs. Burpee’s home, the highest visit of several weeks at the 'Buffum
The Shakespeare Society will hold scores being registered by Mrs. Rosa home.
its regular meeting Monday evening Littlefield and Mrs. Lester Sherman.
with the Misses Erskine. Beech
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Fuller. Mr,
street. Miss Carolyn Erskine win be
Miss Gladys Blethen will entertain and Mrs. M. E. Wotton and Mr. .and
the leader, and Acts 4 and 5 from the Chapin Class at her home Tues- Mrs. Harry Benson of Bangor ate
“As You Like It” will be retid
spending the weekend at the Davis
day evenlhg.
farm.'Alford Lake.
Mrs. R. D. Savllle entertained the
Miss Martha Wasgatt Is home from
members of 'the Ladies Auxiliary of the University of Maine over tlie
The Knickerbocker Class nt their
St. Peter's Chtlrch at hfr hdhie oh holiday.
Bunday meeting with continue the
Ocean street Thursday '
study of the Divisions ofJProtestanThe many Rockland friends of tism. witli Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker
Mlss Eugenia Carver of Somer Forefct Burkett of Camden who has lendln.
ville. 'Mass., and Eddy Hamilton of beeh confined to his bed for some
Boston, were guests of Mr. and Mr*. time are’ glad to learn that the spec
Tlie housekeeping committee iwho
Robert Snow, Suffolk street, over the ialist, Dr. Codman of Philadelphia
will give the supper for the Baptist
holiday.
has given an encouraging report on
___
a
Men's League next Wednesday eve
the case and is of tho belief that Mr.
ning are Mrs. Jennie IW. Bird, IMrs
Under the auspices of the Ice Burkett will continue to improve.
G. M. Brainerd, Mrs. B. P. Browne,
creum committee of the Unlversalist
Mrs. E. B. Ingraham, Mrs. F. W. FulFair, Mrs. Eugene Ripley In' charge,
IMr. and Mrs. A. H. Flood will leave
a dance will be given in Odd Fellows’ about Nov. 20 for California w)|erv ler, Mrs. Miles Haskell, Mrs. W. M.
Little, Mrs. E. E. Hagar, Mrs. Frank
hall, Wednesday evening, with Kirk’s they will spend the winter.
lin Wood, IMrs. C. E. Bicknell, Mrs.
Orchestra furnishing the mufilc.
Miss Katharine Veazie who Is O. M. Lawry, Miss Carolyn Erskine
Wilbur Benter spent the .holiday at home front the University of Maine and Miss Kathie Keating.
“or the holiday has as her guest her
hia father's home In Brunswick"
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Burpee who
‘•oom-mate Miss Edna Rackliff of
were called away by illness in Mrs.
Starring
1
Miss Addle Snow’ and Mies Vir Bcbago Lake.
Burpee’s family have returned to
ginia Snow were In Brookline; Mass.,
RALPH INCE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Richard their home on Limerock street.
guests of Mrs. A. B. Know, Over the
holiday. Joined there by Miss Nellie son are observing their silver anni
With
'Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. Havener
Snow, a student at the New England versary tbday. aided In that interest
'Conservatory of Music.
Jt'"
Rex Lease and
ing occasion by their daughter. Mrs, returned Wednesday- from a motor
Roger Wolcott of Hartford, Conn., trip.
Jola Mendez
IMrs. Angellne Greenough. who has who is here with Mr. Wolcott and
| been the guest tff Mrs. Maynard Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Whitten of
Red-blooded romance, copiously
Tlie Thursday Auction Clilh was
Oxton for the .week, has returned to Hartford.
endowed with thrilling action I
entertained by Mrs. John Claytor
her home In Warren.
, gg
with cards following a picnic dinner
A Ralph Ince Production
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs and and prizes falling to Mrs. Doris Da
Mrs. L. O. Coombs of 'South Thom mon, Mrs. L. A. Cnoekett and Mrs.
Story by
auspices of the Ladles Auxiliary of aston left Tuesday for Boston.
Mildred Richardson.
Robert Wells Ritchie
St. Peter’s Church with Miss Mar
garet Buttomer and Mrs. George
Mrs. Benjamin Reed and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. IH. Rhodes and
ALSO
Parker as hostesses, Wednesday eve Anna Alexander are in Portland for Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hanscom enter
ning, at Mrs. Parker's home o^’Oeean a few days.
tained at dinner and cards Thursday
street. Prizes were won by George
evening in honor of Mr. and Mi’s.
Parker, Louis Aylward, Mas. Ella
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier are In Richard Maxey of Portland. There
In
Crie. Miss Helen McLoon. MW Doris Boston over tlie weekend to visit were four tables of auction, the fa
Eldridge. Refreshments werl_served. their daughter. Miss Margaret Hellier vors being taken by Mrs. Marion
______
®
“JAWS OF STEEL”
Munsey, Mrs. Beulah Tlrrell, Rich
who is a student at Wheaton.
The Neighborhood Card Ph^h was
ard Maxey and Charles H. Berry.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
! entertained by Mrs. Annie Haskell
A. L. Marchard went to Rumford
at her home on Ocean street Tuesday to spend the holiday with his parents
Donald Merriam and Herbert Pres
evening, prizes falling tn Mt. and
cott were home from University of
i Mrs. Francis Savllle, Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Mildred Price will entertain Maine for the holiday and weekend.
A Rex Ingram Production
I Clark and Miss Helen 'McLOon.
the Relief Corps Sewing Circle at
The Sunshine Society thanks the
her home. Stanley lane and North
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Sargent spent
boys of the American Legion for the
Main street, Monday evening.
I the holiday in Boston, making the
use of their hall for a rummage sale
j trip by motor.
Mrs. Fred Coljamore left Thurs from which they derived a goodly
No “cure*—but helps to ro____
0«
day for Boston where she will visit sunt for their work among the needy.
duce paroxysms of coughing.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Burgess relatives.
I'lie next meeting of the sicety will
have gone into the north woods on
be held with Mrs. N. B. Dunton, 18
their annual trip.
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Luce, who Mechanic street. Monday afternoon.
have been at Luce homestead neai
Opt 21 Millitf Jart Utad Yaarlp
The social and dance given by the Oakland Park, returned by motor to
Miss Alberta Thompson has ar
young people of the UnlVefsallst their home in Dorchester, Mass., yes rived fnorn Boston for a visit with
Church on the Copper Kettle porch terday.
relatives.
•
j Wednesday evening was both site
I oessful and enjoyable, with about 60
Imogene Parker, formerly of this
Miss Helen Thompson who has
I present. Mr. Bates was at lh£ (flano been in Boston for two weeks, has ally, now residing with her brother
NOW PLAYING
1 Refreshments of punch and crackers
Edward in Haverhill, iMass., has suf
just returned home.
WILLIAM HAINES and
were served. Rev. and Mrs. C. A
fered a severe ill turn.
Knickerbocker chaperoned.
Jt is
JOAN CRAWFORD
1
Mrs. Harriet Rawley has been the
planned to have a series of these
Principal Elmer R. Verrlll has
in’**
guest of her niece, Mrs. Lester Spen
(ianoes for the young paopWKRiring
moved from 94 Rankin street to 354
der of Friendship.
‘SPRING FEVER”
the winter season.
Broadway.
One of the most enjoyable affairs
Dr.
J.
C.
Kent,
who
recently
un

Tlte Congregational circle supper
MON.-TUES.
in the history of the Unlversalist
derwent an operation for appendi
Mission Circle took place Wednes Wednesday found an unusually large
citis, Is again able to be out. and is
Campus
day, when Mrs. E. F. Glover enter al tendance, and the entertainment
gradually regaining strength, y
tained the members at her home on which followed, given under the aus
Comedy
Claremont street.
There were 22 pices of the entertainment and candy
News has been received here of numbers and one guest present, and committee with Mrs. Ruth Whitte
Riot !
the death of Miss Ruth Sturtevant, through the kindness of Rev. C. A. more in charge, won much favor for
for many years a well known .sum Knickerbocker, E. F. Glover and the originality and cleverness dis
mer resident of isle au Haut.-.
others, several of the older members, played. The program opened with
such as Mrs, Holmes, Mrs. Perry. musical numbers by Sidney and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Phillips will Mrs. Frohoek, Mrs. Spear, were able Marian Carr, followed by an original
spend the weekend in Dover-Poxcroft to attend. Luncheon was Served at song oT puns at the expense of manj12.30, followed by sewing until 3 members of the parish, given by
Virginia
Snow,
Corice
W. C. Lessner of Washington-was o’clock when the members listened Misses
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. ft Stew ta verj’ interesting reports of the Thomas and May Johnston. At in'
art, Granite street, Tuesday,
Hartford convention given by Mrs. sistent request the pantomime “The
Glover and Mrs. Knickerbocker, and Murder in the Lighthouse” which
Opportunity Class of the First Bap- an unique Japanese program ar- was given a few years ago, was re
! tist Church will hold its annual ban rangsd on lines suggested by the peated. with this cast, Miss Margaret
quet on the evening of NoV. T7. It missionary, Miss Alice Hathaway. Snow, the lighthouse keeper; Miss
will be given in the church par|ors This program embraced the reading Dorothy Snow, the wife; Miss Corice
the hour Is 6 o’clock and all members of Japanese legends, stories of the Thomas, the “vlllun," Miss Marian
with their husbands and children are mission schools, slhging of the Jap Norton, the neighbor, and Howard
anese national anthem and other mu Atherton, the fisherman. The clos
Invited to be present.
sic, the inspection of several Jap ing number was a duet by A. J.
Miss Genevieve Simmons ofjBuston anese articles such as shoes, silk Bird and Henry B. Bird, who at
and Rosebqro, N, C„ is the $ue8t of bungle handkerchief, raw silk and tempted to sing “My Bonpie Lies
MJss Sadie Marcus lor a fAV?-flays. cocoon, etc.. Those taking part In Over the Ocean," and who were im
They were classmates at Boston Uni the program were Mrs. Maude Blod mediately held up by three masked
veralty and Miss Simmons ciyjje here gett, Mrs. Etta Stoddard. Miss Myrtle ind fierce bandits who proved to be.
when unmasking time came. William
for the holiday to renew old ac Herrick. Mrs. W. E. Morgan, Miss
Hounds, Kennedj’ Crane, Jr„ and
quaintances. The girls made the trip Alice Fuller, Mrs. E. F. Glover, Mrs.
Ted Lawrence. These bandits sang
with Jack Mulhall*
down from the city by mqlgy over Mary Messer and Mrs. C. A, Knick
erbocker. The next meeting will be a catchy tune aibout 'banana bandit,
Wednesday's
slippery
roads
aad.
after
and Charlie Murray
ti” and proceeded to hold up all
several hazardous experiences barked With Mrs. H. O. Gurdy, iMasonic present for a collection which, ac
their car and continued by
Mies sueet, on Wednesday, Dec. 14:
cording to the usual method when
WED.-THURSj—Irene Rich In
Simmons is a specialist nurser
Class 2G will have a Rummage Sale bandits are holding forth was given
______________
.
“The Desired” and Tom Tyler in
at the Methodist vestry, Tuesday, over very willingly. The neat little
Are you aware
^,'J
“The Cherokee Kid”
sum of $10.15 was netted from the
Nov. 15.—adv.
It’s most time for the Fair(j-;adv.
entertainment alone.

RIN-TIN-TIN

Big Special Sale of
Six Tube One Dial

Kolster Radio Sets
It is the best value ever offered in this
city. You cannot afford to miss it... .

This 6-Tube Kolster table
model with equipment ready
for operation.

May be paid for in small
weekly amounts after mod
erate first payment.

$140.70
Model 6-D Set alone i. $89.50

We hesitated to advertise this price be
fore, due to our inability to get a large
shipment of these sets. We received a
big shipment last Monday..........................

Ash Us For A Kolster Demonstration!

“Garden of Allah”

vwma

F. W. Farrel Company
643 Main Street

Telephone 661

EMPIRE

... .

Strand

e&tre

ALL NEXT WEEK-DIRECT FROM BIG TIME

w
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TEN ACTS
VAUDEVILLE

A Graphic Story of How B.
P. W. Members Crossed
the Continent.

Mrs. Ellen Llbbj- Eastman, State
president of the BPW clubs, gave a
verj- interesting talk before the
Rockland club at Its monthlj- meet
ing. She expressed her pleasure at
the splendid manner in which she
had been entertained and her enjoy
ment of the bounteous supper. It
was one of Mrs. 'Susie Davis’ best
and that ks saying quite enough.
Mrs. Eastman gave a vivid de
scription of the journej- to the 9th
National Federation Convention in
Oakland, Calif. iShe told of the
pluck and perseverance of thq com
mittee which approached the rail
road officials asking for a special
(rain front Maine to California, ar
ranged and practically managed by
women—in other words an "all-wo
man's” special to accommodate and
transport 842 women across the con
tinent. A Special in three section
was provided, termed the Blue, the
Green and the Red—with not a man
In the party excepting the conduct
ors and porters, and with the entire
train practically at their command.
I: was called the ‘‘President's Spe
cial.” as the PiUW national president
was one of the party, and the girls
say Queen Marie was not in It with
them for attention received all along
the line.
• • • •
The speaker stressed the prestige
held b>' BPW clubs, especially in all
the larger cities of the United States
and Canada and across the ocean,
and that some day there will be an
MRS. EUGENE STANTON
in'ternatlonal as' well as national
federation. All along the route they
The community was saddened on were Joined by members and wher
Saturday, Nov. 5, .by the death of ever the train stopped, they were
Mrs. Susie Stanton at her home on royally welcomed, being met by BI’W
the Old County road. Mrs. Blanton girls and women and given a won
pALWAYS SATORS
was born in North Haven, Aug. 2, derful reception, bands playing, flags
] Because a it ■ Relieve*
18T8. daughter of tlte late Benjamin flying, the cars Ailed with flowers,
f'fQonghi, Cold*, Colic?
und Phoebe Calderwood, coming in ices and fruit. When the stay was
1890 with her parents to Rockland long enough to permit it, luncheon
1 Cota, Scalds, Bara*,
where she had since resided. In 1896 was served and there was a ride
Sprains aod Braises, Iaaround
the
city,
etc.
A
dally
paper
she was married to Eugene H. Stan
I sect or Mosquito Bits*,
was
issued
each
day
while
enroute.
i
by
tho
X
osvot
XXBteasCo., Monroy. Xo.,
ton of South Thomaston who sur
In Bt. Louis a wonderful reception
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED/
vives her, together with a son Harold
folio Io boaoflt jo. who* wtd tOrtrtlv oodlraeieu
and three grandchildren of Quincy, was provided. In Kansas City they IIhoItUwi4o
wroppor. TrzliSoWa SoM by alt Stolon,.
were royallj- entertained, and upon
Mass.
reaching
Senta
'Fe
—
where
an
all-day
Gf a cheerful, loving disposition,
FOUR PIECE
ever looking for tlie comfort of others stop was made,—it resembled a holi
few realized the seriousness of the day carnival. The Whole populace
trouble with which she was afflicted. had turned out to meet and enter
Her home was her throne and to It tain the delegation. The people were
her relatives and friends, both young in holiday dresa, the band played all
W* have a now stock of Brush
and old, were always gladly wel daj- In the square, the Indians came
Wool Suits, consisting of Cap,
in from the Reservation in full re
comed. She was a good friend, a lov
Sweater, Legging* and Mitten*.
galia and gave some of their dances,
ing wife and mother and a devoted
Beautiful shade* of pink and light
escorting the visitors to the station
grandmother, greatly missed by all. where the.ir ceremonial dance was
blue in email size*.
Besides these relatives she Is sur glveh in honor of the departing
Buff and Heather in aixee from
vived by three sisters, Mrs. Frank guests.
1 te 4 year*
Beverage of North Haven, Mrs.
Another interesting day was spent
George Carter of Rocklsmd and Mrs. In Colorado Springs with wonder
Price*:
Hqrry Ring of Bath.
ful greetings, automobiles in waiting
Funeral services were held at her to take them to Pike's Peak, and
late home Monday afternoon, conduct e\efy attention paid them. Tlie girls
ed by Rev. E. M. Holman of Cam und women of the Southwest are
New Fall Wool* for Mitten* and
den. The floral offerings were many capable of doing big tilings, and
Swoator* are new in stock.
and beautiful, silent testimonies of filled with Hie federation spirit put
lovie and sympathy.
eve*- some remarkable stunts.
Reaching Los Angeles the Elks
Sheldon’s famous Rexall One Cent gave -them a grand reception at the
Sale comes next Thui'hday Friday. beautiful new clubhouse. A visit was
383 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
Saturday, NoV. 17, 18, It. Don’t nilss made to Catalina Island, the wonder
135-138
ful new Chinese theatre was thrown
it.—adv.
IK-138

’ "
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w
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, dilating speaker, fully interested in
the club work, and It was inspiring
to listen to her and to realize what
un asset und a power the BI’W or
ganization is throughout the land,
with Its 47.000 members.

HARMONY CLUB

Thanksgiving

Dance
Temple Hall

Wednesday, Nov. 23
Kirk’s Orchestra Playing

Refreshment*
Tickets - - 75c

PARK
MONDAY-TUESDAY

REX INGRAM'S
Production

$5.50 and $6.00

ALL THIS AT POPULAR PRICES

», t\

"the woman special

.................

neighbor raises roses and you raise
cabbages,” she snid, “remember that
yoi can enjoy his roses today and
tomorrow he will he enjoying your
cabbages"
Mrs. Eastman Is a fluent and fas-

Brushed Wool Suits

And their HAPPY-GO-LUCKY CHORUS

TODAY’S Feature.:
“THE
CRUISE OF
THE* ’
Tri, t . ,
>

-- ......... '

open to them. Mary Plckford enter
tained at her Hollywood studio, and
trips were mode to the beaeheR and
around the city.
in Berkeley- the same cordial wel
come was bestowed. In Alameda a
great stunt was undertaken and suc
cessfully carried out by the women
of that city. Expecting to entertain
nt luncheon at a certain date they
found the new hotel In which they
were depending to accommodate the
vast crowd was not nearing comple
tion fast enough. They interviewed
the builders, asking that the place
might be ready for the date stated,
and were told that it would be im
possible!
But the women said It
must be done,—and set their wits at
work, insisting that extra help he
put on and night work done If neces
sary. Consequently roome,were fin
ished; temporary cement walks that
had to be taken up the day after
were laid; small trees that had to be
removed the next day were set out:
and potted plants and flowers were
transplanted from other places und
put down in the unoccupied flbwer
bods, thus enabling the Community
Hotel to extend a floral welcome, and
the visitors were entertained In
grand style.
The convention was a wonderful
get-together and much good work
was accomplished. When the feder
ation was first established a $12,600
debt stared It In the face. 'Reports
at the convention said the debt had
been wiped out and that there was
several thousand dollars cash on
hand, all raised by women of the
country, and which will be used for
the good of women in the best posslblne way. There is much need of
vocational training among the young
women of today, in fitting them for
a better business life and some of the
money will be devoted to that pur
pose.
Mrs. Eastman likened life to a
garden, and urged all fo do their very
best with whatever kind of seed
had fnllen to them to plant. “If your

Rockland, Maine

Crockett’s Baby Shop

WED.-THURS.—RICHARD DIX in “SHANGHAI BOUND*

THE PRISON SHIRTS

1 THE REALM OF MUSIC 1
(2)

Every-O '.her-Day
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Gladys St. Clair Morgan

®i
Written for The Courier-Gazette

•fsiaasssm^S’®’* Kissiissaigsse
"Beauty and Spirit,” already noted
in this paper, a collection of poems
by the late Beulah 'Sylvester Oxton,
should appeal to all who had the
privilege to know that beautiful wo
man to avail themselves of a copy and
read it from cover to cover, for there
in is reflected the beauty of her char
acter, her love for flowers and birds,
keen intelligence, deeply religious
nature, cheerful disposition, her al
truistic spirit and zealous love of
humanity. The poems are so lovely
it would be difficult to choose the
best. There are rare hits of descrip
tion. thrilling c ombinations of words,
eloquent phrasing and quaint humor.
Many of the shorter ones are rarely
lovely, for example, “Fog:”
The sea-winds are weaving wonderful webs
To deck the country-sides:
One they drape on the mountain top—
A veil on a stately bride.
And one, all soft and clinging folds
They trailed the valley down ;
This, with flowe-s about the hem.
Is the train of tlie wedding gown.

To those who knew the extreme
suffering she passed through before
death
ath released the brave spirit this
e. with the title "Pain.” is eloquent:
one.
A flood of flames that suffocate and sear,
Tlie s'inglog stab of cruel, thrusting spear;
Heroic tight 'gainst overwhelming odds
An echoed strain of jarring, minor chords.

Manufacturers Oppose Com
petition But Get It In the
Other States.

RHYMES OF ROCKLAND
By Ruth II. Whittemore

which to us who consider her beauty
of voice like that of the nightingale

In Its sweetness and poignancy Is apt
characterization
• • • •
A letter from “A Friend" in Arling
ton, Mass., reads: You will no doubt
enjoy looking at this concert program
carried out by “The President's Own”
(United States Marine Band). Three
xylophone numbers were introduced, i
a vocal selection delighted the audi
ence and ‘'Semper Fidelis” was not
omitted, of course. The hand was
exteremely generous as to encores
and altogether the evening (Nov. 3)
was a most enjoyable one, .Wish the
music lovers of Rockland and vicinity
could have the pleasure of a visit
from the band during its present
tour. I understand the band was
paid $400 for the two appearances,
afternoon and evening, in Wtatertown; the evening audience was en
thusiastic, but not as large as Knox
County could furnish.
• • • •
Among the programmed numbers I
note Les Preludes by Liszt, the ca.. •
’ "e,,
»>' Edward Van
Loock, Capriccio Lspagnoi by Rlm-

BUDGE PERKINS’ GIRL

The school teacher stopped a moment to talk
With a freckle faced boy by the chopping block.
She had asked what Nate and Spike were yelling
And this is the story Budge was telling:

“Aw, the fellers all laughs and they sayd to me,
’Ole Jane White’s your girl, ain’t she?’
,
They can’t und’stand why I chop her wood.
They think she pays me or else’t I’m good.
They laugh at the funny way she walks
And the way she sniffles when she talks.
I laughed at her once on the sly,
Just then Doc Gray comes a ridin’ by.
Know him ? He’s old and kinder lame
But he’s a good feller just the same.
He says ’Lo Budge!’ and I kinder grin
And he stops his car and takes me in,
I don’t know just how he happened to
But he began telling’ bout some folks he knew.
They sent for him cause a woman was sick.
Something would happen if he didn’t come quick.
He was flat on his back with lumbago.
So he says to ’urn ‘Get Jane White—she'll go!’
'Twas a nawful night and a-driftin' snow.
They had to drive most terrible slow.
Then the horse just couldn’t hawl the sleigh,
So Jane had to walk quite a piece of the way.
With rheumatiz like Jane’s, I doubt
If most folks would ’uv started out.
But she got there in time snd she kept her head,
And saved two lives, so Doc Gray said.
And when she got ’em fixed up good
She up and fainted where she stood.

Garment making by prisoners
does not • tend to develop them as
citizens nor fit them to work when
they get out of prison; the State
receives only small benefits from
prison labor of this kind; the con
tracting manufacturer who Is out
side of Maine, who pays the State
no taxes and does it no good, bene
fits largely; the local manufacturers
whose labor costs are more than
twice as much, are Injured by com
petition with prison made goods.
These were the chief points
brought out by the Maine shirt
manufacturers at a hearing WednesI day before the Governor and Coun
cil, on the contract recently made
by the prison commission and a Chi
cago firm for the manufacture of
work shirts by the prisoners at
Thomasffon.
Thc ease for the manufacturers
was conducted by Rufus Stope of
the M C. Stone Company, Lewiston.
He contended that competition be
tween free and prison labor is wrong
in principle and that the success of
the new contract will depend wholly
on the fact that the prison commis
sion will be obliged to put out the
shirts in violation of the statutes re
lating to prison lab lling and to the
employment of not more than 20
per cent of the prisoners on any one
industry at one time.
Answering a question by Chair
man Henry H Hastings of the prison
commission whether there is any law
preventing the shipping of prison
made goods from other states Into
Maine. Mr Stone said he was not
aware of any
“And they are shipped In from
Rhode Island, Connecticut and else
where, are they not?" asked Mr.
Hastings..
“Yes."
“So that you are in competition
now with prison made shirts’”
"Yes." replied Mr. Stone and added
that the manufacturers oppose not
only the Maine contract but all prison
garment making anywhere In open
competition.
Lynwood B. Thompson of the
Thompson Manufacturing Company
of Belfast said that his firm until
about six years ago made and dis
tributed to Maine retailers a large
quantity of work shirts; that they
came to a point where the retailers
could buy them made by prison la
bor at less than his firm could manu
facture them for, and that finally his
firm had to give up that class of
work. He added that the National
Association of Garment Manufac
turers has been fighting prison la
bor for years.
Edward W. Bridgham. represent
ing the city of Bath where there
are two shirt factories, said there
would be slight objection to the
prison contract if the work was
done according to the statutes gov
erning prison labor, but that it was
unfair and unjust to have the con
victs in direct competition with pri
vate manufacturers.
Howard Woodside of Portland en
tered the protest of the Maine Fed
eration of Labor, saying that all
prison made goods push down the
wage of free labor and that the
workers must be well paid in order
for the State to be prosperous. In
reply to a question from Governor
Brewster, Mr. Woodside said the
Federation and also the Garment
Manufacturers' Association have en
dorsed the principle of prison manu
facture of goods for the use of State
institutions.
Frank Smith of the Hathaway
Shirt Company, Waterville, said that
prison labor on shirts would earn at
tlie most a dollar a day but that he
couldn't ask hts help to do that and
eat. If he could get labor as cheap
as prison labor he could compete and
live, he said.
J. M. Chrysler of the J. M. Chrys
ler Company of Boston, distributors,
said his firm had found Maine made
shirts very satisfactory and that
though he had been approached to
buy prison made ones, he did not
care to do so. 'He added however,
that the competition under which re
tailers could buy prison made goods
for $2 a dozen less than other goods,
ts disastrous.
Gov. Brewster called attention of
the manufacturers to a portion of
thc statute which says that the pro
vision prohibiting the employment of
more tharf 20 percent of the prisoners
in one industry, shall not apply to
desses of goods not made prior to
1888. The manufacturers asked for
time to gather data on that point
and for opportunity to present It,
which was granted.

sky-Korsakov, Gottschaik's
"Pas
quinade” and Tschalkowsky’s Finale
of the Fourth Symphony.
....
A steep, hard trail where patient pilgrims
Let's bear in mind the evening of
climb.
The rack, the stake that martyrs make sub Nov, 20, when Dr. Charles Leach
lime.
Gulick will give an organ recital of
The vigil in a garden of Gethsemane,
the First Baptist Church. Dr. Gulick
A crown of thorns, a cross on Calvary.
is an organist of national reputation,
And a verse from "November:”
playing with style and understanding
The black boughs toss against the sky.
and presenting discriminating pro
Dripping with rain and stinging sleet ;
The gray clouds low; and swathe the hills. grams. Rockland has so few oppor
Where brooks flow gloomily at their feet
tunities to hear renowned organists
Xo sun. no warmth, no tender glow
To cheer the earth where the brown leaves that music lovers should make It a
lie
point to attend and greet this artist
She was awful sick, they thought she’d die,
Withered and trodden upon the sod—
with a capacity house.
1
Rheumatic fever, 'twas;
Xo singing bird is a wing In the sky
• . . .
•
i
And this striking verse from “Ves
And that, he says, is the reason why
Pasquale Amato, famous Metropolipers:"
She walks the way she does.
ton Opera star, has heen engaged by ,
The blue waves breaking along the sands
Warner Brothers to play the role of
I don’t laugh now, but I ain’t told Nate,
As the tide conies more and more.
Napoleon in the screen version of
'Sing, as they fondle with tender hands.
Nor Spike, nor Charley Vaughn,
"Glorious Betsy," starring Dolores
The great rough cheeks of the shore.
But
Jane, she knows I 'preciate
Costello.
The volume Is divided Into three
• • • •
Her helpin’ me git born.”
books—Beauty and Spirit; Maine, the
I read that John Philip Sousa would
Sunrise Portal: and America. Be
loved. It Is artistically bound, a observe his 75th birthday on Nov. 6.
satisfactory book to own or to pre The Observant Citizen of the Boston
Post gives his age as 73. In apy
sent as a gift.
• • . •
event the March King has our hearty
VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD
The many friends Mrs. Joyce and admiring congratulations.
• • • •
Lehing, dramatic soprano, made dur
In the spring Chicago sends her
ing her summer seasons at Crescent
Some of the Thing* Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Beach, will be interested to know that opera company to Boston and in the
she gave an evening of song at the fall Boston reciprocates by sending
Trip With the Floating Hospital.
Villon Avenue junior high school, the Symphony Orchestra to Chicago.
The
opening
performance
Nov.
3,
Rutherford. N. J., the evening of Nov.
3. 'She was assisted by a 'cellist— proved a great success. Despite the.
(Seventeenth Paper]
so beautiful! Dim black alleyways
whose name in the clipping is not fact that the opera season opened on
of water, curving bridges, great over
legible, but said to be an artist of the same night, thc large hall was
Of Juflo Slavia
hanging houses, a shrine, a noble's
enviable-reputation and hailed as a crowded and many were turned away.
Our shore trip to Ragusa (now crest, torch rings in the thick old
“second Casals"—and by Walter It was a brilliant triumph for Serge
Golde, reputed as one of the greatest Koussevitsky and the orchestra which called Debrovnik) ln Jugo Slavia was wails, wrought Iron garden gates, ivy.
he has brought hack to its former such a marvelous surprise. At the a lone tree, a moonlit balcony win
accompanists in America.
Mrs. belting began her musical ca prestige. Chicago's enthusiasm was foot of a steep mountain, with typical dow. and you remember the Italy of
reer as a church singer In Central a pleasant tribute to a deservedly re Mediterranean flora (cypress trees, Shakespeare's writings. The Rialto—
olives, palms, etc.) lay this charming shops closed for the night, but they
New York, later coming to New York nowned orchestra.
*
• • • •
little mediaeval town. It curved out seem none the less intriguing. A
City as a pupil of Maestro Vilonat
The irony of life Is set forth in the into the water to enclose the cutest small square, a silent church, unsee
and later of Walter Golde. She has
broadcast from station IWPG (Atlan brief announcement that Marceline, toy harbor imaginable with great ing walls, black corners, and you
tic City) and has sung before the who has been one of the most famous forts and city walls about It. The fancy you see duels, feuds, uprisings,
Federation of Women's Clubs and clowns ever known, committed sui forts were real ones—square, solid, or perhaps a girl and her lover elop
many other organizations. She has cide Nov. 5. His full name was Orbes thick walls, castellated. The Walls ing Then you come upon a bit of
given to Rutherford one other recital Marcelline. He had appeared a num were still Intact as in centuries past modern Italy, a cheap carnival,
with Harriet Ware which was a ber of seasons in the Hippodrome with ramparts and moats and draw merry-go-rounds and all. It over
marked success, and the announce and with the Barnum-Bailey-Ring- bridges. The town within the walls flows one square into another across
ment of her second appearance was ling circuses. His burlesques of life lay on two hills with a valley, its a canal. The lights and rude noises
hailed as an opportunity to hear the ha.e uproariously entertained unicld main street, between, and K— and 1 do not tempt us long. Far off ln
rambled up and down the narrow old some quiet street suddenly we hear
thousands of people, and yet-----best.
• • • •
streets with the old. old houses, sweet voices ringing, and we fol
• • . «
Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink quaint roofs, tiny windows in rich low two young men along the way
In a copy of the Brooklyn Eagle
pastel colored walls.
until they are lost in the maze of
appears a picture of Miss Kitty Mc sings to Boston her last farewell as
At each city gate, east and west, streets.
a
(•(
ncert
artist
on
the
afternoon
of
Laughlin who is appearing for two
were monasteries, wtth such beauti
The next morning I joined a group
weeks at the Brooklyn Strand, the Ute. 4.
ful cloisters, quiet, secluded, with of girls under the leadership of one
first in the observance of Gounod
Oscar L. Jones, a Portland youth of plants and orange trees, heavily laden who had been there before, to "do”
Week, when with two assisting artists
with luscious fruit, chapels, et al. the city. But I prefer tagging off by
she gave the prison scene from 19. is probably the youngest trumpet
You looked down upon them from myself or with K— to other mortals'
“Faust," and the second week (the er who ever played with the Boston
p;esent) singing .Victor Herbert's Symphony Orchestra, having joined the great walls. There wqre By company, and I spent the afternoon ln
zantine churches and a market place the Doges Palace, the dungeons and
magnificent “Ode to 'Freedom" as that organization on Oct. 5 of this
sisted by a male chorus. Miss Mc year. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. with many doves. It had been a Bridge of Sighs and the Cathedral,
The outstanding thing
Laughlin's picture was featured as Howard L. Jones of 25 Richardson saint's day before we reached there, by myself.
and green garlands and red. white In the morning was a visit to the
“•"he New England Nightingale," street.
and blue banners and bunting had House of Gold—an old palace of
been left up about the churches, the exquisite beauty and rare treasures
city gates and along the main street. recently opened up to the public.
In the market place we saw some You just have to see the-splendor to
peasant men and women ln from the believe it. We went about by gondola
country In their embroidered and which was great, though cold. How
hand manufactured clothing—shoes the Italians ever exist through the
of curious make, hand done, coarse winter I don't know. I’ve had my fur
bright colored woven hags to carry •oat over me night and day. inside
purchases tn„ etc. The bright ker and out, ever since I landed. The
chiefs op their heads were the only art galleries and churches are like
articles not self-made. Such good- tombs.
looking strong buxom girls! Wle
went Into the tiniest cafe by the
Impossible as it may seem, I
square to get warmed up and some
“did" the high spots of Venice In one
peasants came in. Some of the wo
day and part of a morning, but my
men wore beautiful headdresses.
real Venetian experiences were those
iMle just avoided the Ryndam
at night. About sunset time I met
bunch and had a good meal of bread
E— and we took a gondola all about
and cheese and beer, in a little cafe,
the tiny canals, just saying nothing.
and then after exploring more walls
Then we met K— and G— and an
etc., took a long walk
along the
other couple, and went to a restuaminiature Riviera outside the city
rant, I had discovered that noon—a
walls. We came .to a fascinating old
small place way back off the beaten
deserted convent by the sea. Its set
track Ailed with just common every
ting of pine and cypress, cactus and day Italians, mostly men. iWe had
olive trees, its quaint garden and
fine food, spaghetti and other weird
gently murmuring sea front, made it concoctions. Before we had finished,
an ideal place of dreams. How 1 some wandering minstrels came In
longed to spend months in one of its and then the fun began. We asked
sunflooded chambers. There were for a few Italian things and showed
lovely villas and their Italian gar we were interested, and the rest of
dens, wall enclosed, and we passed on the audience warmed up. There was
that walk, and we were happy with a guitar, a violin, and a 'cello, and
the beauty of it all, trying to forget one of the men had a good tenor voice.
the strife of years, yes. centuries, Wte had everything, from Italian folk
p- _ if the Pontiac Six did not command the high
that has made that country an evil songs and dances to opera. The
re^le Price?that U d^s. it would still enjoy the reput.place to live in. Taken all In all, audience became more and more en
it was an ideal day.
thralled. How they would sway and
combining the advantage, of ,uFP'n°r’XI ^ nricTof
Venice
respond to the music! When they
fortnance and the luxuries of a F»her body' .«•
o
Then, before we knew it. there played “Madame Butterfly," pne man
<745 ... But with a high resale price which reduceet
we were in Venice! The weather wiped his eyes, another perfectly
net cost of ownership, a Pontiac Six is
has been gorgeous, cold and sunny, plain man of the streets., raised his
domical to own and dnve .. . This is a
would
I It was choppy out at sea and the glass and dreamed dreams!
[
pilot had a hard time getting to us
definite planning to design a low-pnce:«ix
Then a man in the audience was
win approval on the sound principles of «£"uinc'
«
We were delayed getting over the urged to perform. iHe had an air.
lived, inexpensive owner satisfaction . . . That
V
bar and into thc lagoons, but oh, it a bearing, a poise such as indicated
used car buyers are willing to pay more for the Pontiac
was lovely. Slowly we came into a past of unusual interest. White
n
Ln the original owner Is ready to replace it . . .
view of all the wonderful things we hair, brilliant, rather strange, pierc
Som« in-get a ride—nd let u. give you the facts.
had read about and had seen in pic ing black eyes, a brown mustache
tures. We anchored right at the en powerful shoulders and fine breath
trance of the Grand Canal. There control—all this prepared me for his
were two plague suspects on the ship really remarkable rendering of a
V*t,
T*. N.W OnAl.nW
g«n, »«<*( D*
to UHS- All pricoo ot loctory. Dollo^members of the crew, so we were not recitative and aria from "The Barber
All-AmorloonSI^^I^^ hanJ,int ch.rg... Eo.y «•
w.
allowed ashore until it was ascer of Seville” in a splendid baritone
•***“
Timo
ffUn.
tained that everything was O. K., voice. Then we were told he was
about 9.00 p. m. But I did not regret 70 years old and had once been on the
those sunshiny hours with brown and stage! He was a ventriloquist, too.
red winged sail boats floating by, two and convulsed us all with some very
BAY VIEW GARAGE
cross-rigged vessels In dock, many amusing stunts.
16 BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN, ME.
Then the 'cellist manufactured a
alluring gondolas on the water ways,
and the Bridge of Sighs, the Doges one-string violin out of a string and
Palace, St. Mark’s and its Campanile a chair and you could have heard a
pin dTop while he played a certain
in full view.
I was ready to get off with the serenade on it. Another man sang
rest, and K—, who has been in verse upon verse of an immensely
Venice before, took E—, D— and me popular tune (the words of which I
through the town on foot. Oh, it is imagine were unfit Cor polite society,

Considering Its
High Resale Value
The PONTIAC SIX

Mually Cotfs You Less
To Own and Drive

PONTIC SIX

•‘ELECTION HORRORS"
Emily Marks, Republican candi
date for the assembly in the ninth
New York district, arriving at her
voting place said she had distrib
uted over 50 pounds of candy during
the morning. The candy, she ex
plained. was the woman’s equivalent
for the man politician’s cigars.
but little we knew or cared!) and the
whole place Joined In the chorua.
After that the music degenerated to
Jazz and we left. W’e had been there
from 7.30 to 11.30. an evening it will
take long to forget.
ISo ends Venice. For I left with a
young Mrs. L— and one of the boys
for Ravenna and Florence. I missed
K— awfully, but ahe wanted to save
her money for elsewhere, and she
knows Italy well.'
The trip to Ravenna was not Inter
esting and I was rather disappointed
In the things we saw the first after
noon. Dante's tomb ts awful. Ra
venna itself is not picturesque. But
two very old churches and the mo
saics seen the next morning and the
old ruins of 400 A. D., etc., were well
worth the stop-over.
Tomorrow I go to Assisi, with some
of the boys who also got away, and
then to Naples.

How You
Would
Enjoy
This
Regal
Range

Many styles
and sixes to
choose from
at moderate
prices, in
Pearl Gray
Porcelain
Enamel or
Black

HE Household Regal Range shows the very highest class of material and
workmanship from top to bottom and its good baking qualities delight
the most exacting housewife.

T

Stonington Fum. Co.
ROCKLAND & STONINGTON

THE UPPER BRIDGE DECK

ftded to a number of his friends that
ho proposes to delay his innounreBefore the coat of asphalt was put ment hut a very short time longer
on the Kennebec bridge the entire and his reopening of his attacks on
vehicular deck was carefully swept
by men with coarse brooms. Then
there was applied a heavy coating of
what appeared to he an asphaltic oil.
This was rubbed into the concrete
base by means of large mops. This
priming eoat is to act as a sort of
filler for the concrete to prevent any
leakage from the roadway's asphalt
top.

NO-OIL
Salad Dressing

SENATORIAL AMBITIONS
From several sources very close
to Gov. Brewster It is learhed that
the Governor plans to make formal
announcement that he will be a can
didate for the Republican nomination
for United States Senator at the
June primaries, probably inside of
two weeks. The Governor has con-

IS DELICIOUSLY CREAMY
TRY IT! YOU WILL LIKE “NO-OIL"
For Sale By All healers

for Economical Transportation

/“I)

CHEVROLET

has been carefully
checked and recon-

ditloned where

that counts

with an

—
V Motor

et

USED CARS

I y Radiator
vRear Axle
V Transmission
v Starting
V Lighting
v Ignition
VBattery
-vTires
V'Upholstery

Building Quality
into Used
Cars
Unusual facilities for reconditioning
automobiles make possible the high
value found in our dependable used cars.

FTop

In the first place, we can tell exactly
what needs to be done to a car without
long and expensive experimenting. Our
mechanics are thoroughly competent—
and, working with special tools, they ac
complish a given task in the minimum
time. Furthermore, we use only genuine
parts for replacement purposes.

v Fenders
v Finish

As a result, our reconditioned cars sim
ply cannot be matched for value.

SEA VIEW GARAGE
689 Main St.

QUALITY
EDICINE

Scnator Hale is regarded as prelim
inary to his proclaiming himself a
candidate to succeed the present
senator.—Press Herald.
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